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A/ Review of sent submissions within the Enforcement system, in individual cases of prisoners

(Legal basis: European Prison Rules 70.1..., Article 114, 114a, 114b of the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions...)

* Criterion for representation of prisoners is that they were on hunger strike and subject for representation was the reason for which they were on hunger strike.

1) I.N. (Penitentiary Niš – personal number 7007, Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica – personal number 12324)
   - Request for transfer to Director of Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions (04.02.2011.)
   - Complaint to the silence of the Directorate to the Ministry of Justice (29.03.2011)
   - Claim filed to the Ministry of Justice for the rejected request for transfer by Directorate (14.04.2011., amendment claim 18.04.2011.)
   - Request for transfer submitted to the Department for transfer of prisoners and extradition within the Ministry of Justice (29.03.2011) and Sector for normative affairs and international cooperation (29.03.2011)
   - Letter to Borko Stefanović (13.04.2011.)
   - Claim filed to Administrative Court, for annulment of the Decision brought by the Ministry of Justice (28.05.2011)
   - Claim filed to Constitutional Court (15.08.2011.)

2) M.K. Penitentiary Niš, personal number 8216
   - Letter to the Head of Health Care Service related to the fulfillment of right to health care protection (31.03.2011.)
   - Letter to the Head of Health Care Service related to the fulfillment of right to health care protection and proposal for continual medical treatment (19.08.2011.)
   - Complaint to the Head of Penitentiary Niš for not receiving replies to letters sent to the Head of Health Care Service (15.10.2011.)
   - Complaint to Medical Chamber of Serbia for inappropriate medical care and inadequate medical treatment of a patient (23.09.2011.)

3) A.S. Penitentiary Niš, personal number 5178
   - Request for transfer to the Head of Directorate (14.02.2011)/ amendment request (31.03.2011.)
   - Complaint to the decision of the Director of Directorate sent to the Ministry of Justice (19.05.2011.)

4) D.B. Penitentiary Niš, personal number 7514
   - Request for transfer to the Head of Directorate (18.02.2011.)/ Amendment request (07.03.2011.)
   - Complaint to the decision of the Director of Directorate on rejecting the complaint for transfer sent to the Ministry of Justice (19.05.2011)
   - Request to the Head of Penitentiary Niš for revision of measures of sending him to the Department under special surveilance (21.03.2011.)

5) V.R. Penitentiary S. Mitrovica, personal number 5081
   - Urging to the Head of Penitentiary for urgent determining of facts on guilt in disciplinary procedure (07.03.2011.)

6) F.G. Penitentiary Zabela, personal number 2979
- Request for transfer to the Head of Directorate (28.04.2011.)
- Request to Penitentiary Zabela for determining whether the transfer request was submitted (20.07.2011)
- Request to the Head for determining whether the transfer request was submitted to the Penitentiary (25.08.2011.)
- Complaint to the Head of Penitentiary Zabela for not having forwarded the transfer request to the Director of Directorate (07.09.2011.)
- Complaint to the Decision brought by the Head of Penitentiary Zabela to the Director of Directorate (21.09.2011)

7) Group of disabled prisoners accommodated in Penitentiary Hospital Zabela ((N.A. personal number 33292, S.M. personal number 3391, I.N. personal number 3824, S.Z. ,V.M. personal number 3745)
- Complaint to the Head of Penitentiary Zabela for non-realization of rights of disabled persons with a request for removal of architectural barriers within the hospital and request for ensuring accommodation on the ground floor of the hospital (23.08.2011.)

8) N.P. Penitentiary Niš, personal number 6182
- Letter to the Head of Health Care Service related to the fulfillment of right to health care protection (29.08.2011.)

9) M.I. District Prison Leskovac, personal number 333/11
- Complaint to the Head of District Prison Leskovac for inadequate accommodation (04.10.2011.)
- Complaint to the Head of the Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions for not bringing a decision based on the complaint (01.12.2011.)
- Claim filed to the Head of Directorate related to the decision brought by the Head of District Prison Leskovac (04.11.2011.)

10) K.D. District Prison Leskovac, personal number 372/11
- Complaint to the Head of District Prison Leskovac for inappropriate accommodation (04.10.2011.)
- Complaint to the Head of the Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions for not bringing a decision based on the complaint (01.12.2011.)

11) M.V. Penitentiary Niš, personal number 9126
- Complaint to the Head of Health Care Service for the provided medical care to the prisoner (28.10.2011.)
- Complaint to the Medical Chamber of Serbia for inappropriate medical and inadequate medical treatment of the patient. (04.11.2011.)

12) I.N. Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica, personal number 12324
- Complaint to the Head of Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica for unjustified reduction of treatment group (01.11.2011)
- Claim filed to the Director of Directorate related to the decision brought by the Head of Penitentiary S.Mitrovica from 02.12.11. (12.12.2011)

13) M.M. Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica, personal number 522
- Request to Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica for the provision of copies of verdicts imposed by District Court in Beli Manastir- Republic Srpska Krajina (16.01.2012.)

14) B.K. Penitentiary Niš, personal number 8638
- Request to the Head of Health Care Service for the Provision of Medical File Copy (15.12.2011.)
- Complaint to the Head for disabling insight in medical file (06.02.2012.)
- Claim filed to the Head of Directorate related to the decision brought by the Head of Penitentiary Niš (02.03.2012.)
15) Z.B. Penitentiary Niš, personal number 7090
- Initiative (to the heads of Penitentiary Niš and S.Mitrovica) for transfer from Penitentiary Niš to Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica (07.02.2012.)

B/ Submissions, representations, sorted based on need for whose non-realization the prisoner was on hunger strike

B, I/ Requests for transfer

Legal Grounds: Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions*, Article 116

* On May 17th 2011 amendments to the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions came into force (Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia 31/11), which no longer anticipate possibility of submitting request for transfer. Further in the Penitentiaries reasons which the prisoner gives in the submission/initiative to the Head are considered, based on which the Head may submit proposal for transfer.

1. I.N. (Penitentiary Niš – personal identification number 7007)

1.1.1. Request for transfer to Director of Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions. (04.02.2011.)

Reply to the Request Negative

Date of Reply 29.03.2011.

Is the reply received within deadline: No*

* Law On the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions does not anticipate the deadline for deciding upon the Request for Transfer. However, Law on Administrative Procedure prescribes a deadline of 2 months for bringing a decision. If this deadline is not respected, it is not considered an offence but it is considered a reason to file a claim.

Explanation from the written reply:

From the Agreement signed between FRY and UNMIK, it comes that the prisoner, even when there are justified reasons for transfer, does not have right to transfer, but the Agreement only gives possibility of transfer and whether the transfer will be carried out or not depends on estimation of Parties, i.e. persons authorized to approve transfer; it is estimated that family reasons given in prisoner's request may not make influence on the different decision of this organ.

1.1.2. Complaint to the silence of the Directorate to the Ministry of Justice (29.03.2011)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Reply</th>
<th>Is the reply received within deadline</th>
<th>Explanation from the written reply</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29.04.2011</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>&quot;Director of Directorate acted upon the prisoner's request for transfer and in line with Article 116 of Law On the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions and provisions of the Law on General Administrative Procedure, brought a decision that lodged complaint is unfounded.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.05.2011</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>&quot;... Agreement signed between FRY and UNMIK anticipates that each Party may request transfer, i.e. that a prisoner may be transferred under the supervision of other Party, and in line with provisions of the Agreement, so as to serve the remaining part of the Sentence. Transfer of prisoners, according to the Agreement, represents only possibility of transfer.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1.1.3. Claim filed to the Ministry of Justice for the rejected request for transfer by Directorate (14.04.2011., amendment claim 18.04.2011.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Reply</th>
<th>Is the reply received within deadline</th>
<th>Explanation from the written reply</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16.05.2011</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>&quot;... Agreement signed between FRY and UNMIK anticipates that each Party may request transfer, i.e. that a prisoner may be transferred under the supervision of other Party, and in line with provisions of the Agreement, so as to serve the remaining part of the Sentence. Transfer of prisoners, according to the Agreement, represents only possibility of transfer.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1.1.4. Request for transfer submitted to the Department for transfer of prisoners and extradition within the Ministry of Justice (29.03.2011)/ No reply/ and Sector for normative affairs and international cooperation (29.03.2011)/ Negative reply/ 

### 1.1.5. Letter to Borko Stefanović (13.04.2011.)

### 1.1.6. Claim filed to Administrative Court, for annulment of the Decision brought by the Ministry of Justice (28.05.2011)
1.1.7. Claim filed to Constitutional Court (15.08.2011.)

Reply to the Request Not received.

1.2. Specificity of the case/reasons for hunger strike

- Impossibility to fulfill right to visits by family, due to long distance from their place of residence and their poverty.
- Political circumstances (the prisoner is a Serb from Kosovo whose family lives in Kosovo and wants to be taken back in order to serve his sentence there).

1.3. Result: Prisoner was transferred to Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica on August 19th 2011.

1.4. Legal Grounds of prisoner's request:

European Prison Rules (Rule 17.1 ......)
Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions: Articles 78, 116, 117

2. A.S. Penitentiary Niš, personal identification number 5178

2.1.1. Request for transfer to Director of Directorate (14.02.2011)/ amended request (31.03.2011.)

Reply to the Request Negative

Date of Reply 16.05.2011.

Is the reply received within deadline: No*

* Law On the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions does not anticipate the deadline for deciding upon the Request for Transfer. However, Law on Administrative Procedure prescribes a deadline of 2 months for bringing a decision. If this deadline is not respected, it is not considered an offence but it is considered a reason to file a claim.

Explanation from the written reply:

"Based on the insight in the Act of Penitentiary in Sremska Mitrovica Number 702-5/11-236 from 20.04.2011 it is defined that the Head did not give his approval for transfer of the prisoner, because accommodation capacities of the above mentioned penitentiary are overpopulated. Having taken insight in the Act of Penitentiary in Požarevac-Zabela Number 702-5351-2/2011-02 from 26.04.2011, it is defined that the Head did not give approval for transfer of the prisoner because the accommodation capacities of the above mentioned penitentiary are overpopulated.

Other: -

2.1.2. Complaint to the Decision of Director of Directorate to Ministry of Justice (19.05.2011.)

Reply to the Request Negative
Date of Reply: 17.08.2011.

Is the reply received within deadline: No*

* Law On the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions does not anticipate deadline for decision making, but, according to the Law on Administrative Procedures, it should be decided upon the complaint within 2 months.

Explanation from the written reply:

Appellate body confirmed the decision of first instance body, evaluating that it was brought in line with the Law and presented facts. Overpopulation of accommodation capacities in other prisons is justified reason to reject the transfer. Besides that, health care protection is provided in the same way to prisoners in all penitentiaries, and if the penitentiaries don't have capacities, persons are sent to a special prison hospital in Belgrade. Opinion of correctional service related to transfer was positive.

Other:

Appellation in decision making is anticipated for reason to control first instance body, and thus it is necessary that the appellation body more thoroughly investigate the complaint, since only in this way the right to complaint will be realized as constitutional right.

2.2. Specificity of the case/ reason for hunger strike

Conviction of a prisoner that he will be exposed to the revenge of the guards, for the fact that one of their colleagues was dismissed due to negligence in the work committed in the case of successful escape of this prisoner from the field prison unit in other municipality.

2.3. Result: -

2.4. Legal Grounds of prisoner's complaint:

Law On the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions: Article 65

3. D.B. Penitentiary Niš, personal identification number 7514

3.1.1 Request for transfer to Director of Directorate (18.02.2011.)/ amended request (07.03.2011.)

Reply to request: Negative

Date of reply: 05.05.2011.

Is the reply received within deadline: No*

* Law On the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions does not anticipate the deadline for deciding upon the Request for Transfer. However, Law on Administrative Procedure prescribes a deadline of 2 months for bringing a decision. If this deadline is not respected, it is not considered an offence but it is considered a reason to file a claim.

Explanation from the written reply:

"Based on the insight in the Act of Penitentiary in Sremska Mitrovica Number 702-5/11-236 from 05.04.2011 it is defined that the Head did not give his approval for transfer of the prisoner, because accommodation capacities of the above mentioned penitentiary are overpopulated."
3.1.2. Complaint to the Decision of Director of Directorate on rejecting request for transfer to the Ministry of Justice (19.05.2011)

Reply to request: Negative

Date of Reply: 22.08.2011.

Is the reply received within deadline: No*

* Law On the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions does not anticipate the deadline for deciding upon the Request for Transfer. However, Law on Administrative Procedure prescribes a deadline of 2 months for bringing a decision. If this deadline is not respected, it is not considered an offence but it is considered a reason to file a claim.

Explanation from the written reply: Appellate body confirmed the decision of first instance body, evaluating that it was brought in line with the Law and presented facts. Overpopulation of accommodation capacities in other prisons is justified reason to reject the transfer. Opinion of correctional service related to transfer was positive.

Other: Appellation in decision making is anticipated for reason to control first instance body, and thus it is necessary that the appellation body more thoroughly investigate the complaint, since only in this way the right to complaint will be realized as constitutional right.

3.1.3. Request to the Head of Penitentiary Niš for revision of measures of sending him to the Department under special surveillance (21.03.2011.)

Reply to request: No reply

Date of reply: -

Is the reply received within deadline: -

Explanation from the written reply: -

Other: The Law does not anticipate possibility of submitting request for the revision of measures of sending a person to the Department under Special Surveillance, but it is not forbidden to file such a request. If a prisoner or his attorney thinks that there are no reasons for which this measure was imposed, they can propose to the Head to reconsider it.

3.2. Specificity of the case/reason for hunger strike

Watering hose, from parts of 1-1.5 m. length, which was confiscated from another prisoner and was intended to D.B., to water the garden, was interpreted as D.B.’s planning of escape. Based on his statement, he was questioned by the guards for an hour or two, accusing him that he planned the escape, which he experienced as a big psychological pressure under which the prisoner succumbed to pressure and in one moment, he injured himself with a carving tool. The prisoner was not disciplinary punished earlier, he practiced gardening and carving and it meant a lot to him. Because of self-injuring the prisoner was later punished in the disciplinary procedure. Procedure for the attempted escape was never initiated.
3.3. Result: -

3.4. Legal Grounds of the prisoner’s request:

Law On the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions: 65, 116, 139
- The purpose of imprisonment in the part of conduction of treatment program (prisoner as a mentally labile person, recognizes, as enemy environment the penitentiary in which he is located; one should bear in mind that program of his re-socialization had been successfully implemented until the incident).

4. F.G. Penitentiary Zabela, personal identification number 2979

4.1.1. Request for transfer to Director of Directorate (28.04.2011.)

Reply to request: Not received

Date of reply: -

Is the reply received within deadline: *

* Law On the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions does not anticipate the deadline for deciding upon the Request for Transfer. However, Law on Administrative Procedure prescribes a deadline of 2 months for bringing a decision. If this deadline is not respected, it is not considered an offence but it is considered a reason to file a claim.

Explanation from the written reply: -

Other: The request was made and sent to the prisoner to sign it and send it via Penitentiary Zabela to Director of Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions. F.G. declares that he did so but in the Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions they claim that they have never received the request. Until now we have not been able to determine what happened with the request from the moment when it was submitted to Penitentiary Zabela.

4.1.2/ 4.1.3. Request to Penitentiary Zabela for determining whether the transfer request was submitted (20.07.2011/ 25.08.2011.)

Reply to request: Not received

Date of reply: -

Is the reply received within deadline: *

*There is no legal deadline for the delivery of reply

Explanation from the written reply: -

Other: -
4.1.4. Complaint to the Head of Penitentiary Zabela for not having forwarded the transfer request to the Director of Directorate (07.09.2011.)

Reply to request: Negative
Date of reply: 15.09.2011.
Is the reply received within deadline: Yes

Explanation from the written reply: "Having considered the statements in the complaint of the prisoner, hereby it is determined that the prisoner had not submitted the request to the treatment officer in line with the determined procedure and thus he could not get any receipt on sending, and through the register office in the Penitentiary it was defined that the request was not registered in the commander’s pavilion book. In relation to the requested transfer, and based on the report issued by the Treatment Service, Head of Penitentiary decided that there were no grounds for the transfer to Penitentiary Niš and that the prisoner received the reply related to the above mentioned."

Other:

4.1.5. Complaint to the Decision brought by the Head of Penitentiary Zabela to the Director of Directorate (15.09.2011)

Reply to request: Negative
Date of reply: 21.10.2011.
Is the reply received within deadline: Yes

Explanation from the written reply: "...the opinion of Penitentiary that there were no reasons for transfer of the named, bearing in mind the duration of sentence, type of committed crime, fact that according to the Assignment Act by the Minister of Justice, persons with the imposed sentence of 20, 30, 40 are assigned to Penitentiary Zabela, i.e. Closed type Penitentiary with special security."
"...Based on the insight in the Commander’s book there were no sent submissions by the prisoner from 28.04.2011 till 16.05.2011."

Other:

4.2. Specificity of the case/ reason for hunger strike

The prisoner is Bosniak and Muslim from Novi Pazar. He is deprived of right to food which satisfies the requests of the religion to which he belongs, as well as the conditions to practice religious rites. The other problem is that, due to the long distance from the place of residence of his family that lives in Novi Pazar, the number of their visits is reduced.

4.3. Result:

4.4. Legal Grounds of the prisoners request:

Law On the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions: Article 70, paragraph 3 – nutrition in line with religious beliefs. 78, 113
5. Z.B. Penitentiary Niš, personal identification number 7090

5.1.1. Initiative (to the heads of Penitentiary Niš and S.Mitrovica) for transfer from Penitentiary Niš to Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica (07.02.2012.)

Reply to request: Not received

Date of reply: -

Is the reply received within deadline: -

Explanation from the written reply: -

Other: -

5.2. Specificity of the case/ reason for hunger strike

Big distance from the residence (Backi Petrovac, Vojvodina) of his family (and there is a Penitentiary closer to the residence) reduces the number of visits.

5.3. Result: -

5.4. Legal Grounds of prisoner’s request:

Law On the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions, Article 78

TOTAL:

a. Submitted:

- Basic documents:

  Requests for transfer/ to heads: 2
  Requests for transfer/ to Director of Directorate: 4

- Complaints to decision on basic document:

  Complaints to decision of the Head: 1
  Complaints to decision of the Director: 4

Total: 11
b. Received replies:

Total replies: 8
Total positive replies 1st instance: 0
Total negative replies 1st instance: 4
Total positive replies 2nd and higher instance: 0
Total negative replies 2nd and higher instance: 4
Total replied within deadline: 3
Total not replied within deadline: 5
For others there is no deadline.

B,II/ Complaints to the Head for inadequate accommodation within Penitentiary

Legal Grounds: Law On the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions, Articles 63, 66, 68

1. M.I. District Prison Leskovac, personal identification number 333/11

1.1.1. Complaint to the Head of District Prison Leskovac for inadequate accommodation (04.10.2011.)

Reply to Request: Negative
Date of reply: 04.11.2011.
Is the reply received within deadline: No
Explanation from the written reply: "Statements that the named prisoners are isolated are false. Namely, prisoners classified in categories V1 and V2 are accommodated in Pavilions 1, 2 and 3, so it is about the Pavilions in which prisoners in given categories are accommodated, not isolated."

Other: -

1.1.2. Complaint to the Head of the Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions for not bringing a decision based on the complaint (01.12.2011.)

Reply to Request: Negative
Date of Reply: 30.11.2011.
Is the reply received within deadline: Yes
Explanation from the written reply: "Based on the received data and insight in submitted acts from Penitentiary Leskovac, it is defined that the Head of District Prison, acting upon the submission-complaint, replied to it on 04.11.2011. with a submission which had to be re-delivered to the attorney due to the problem of delivery, which caused the passing of time and which in details explains and replies to everything requested by the complaint. "
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1.1.3. Claim filed to the Head of Directorate related to the decision brought by the Head of District Prison Leskovac (04.11.2011.)

**Reply to Request:** Negative

**Date of Reply:** 28.12.2011.

**Is the reply received within deadline:** Yes

**Explanation from the written reply:** From the submitted documents District prison Leskovac concludes that there is no violation of the right to which the claimant complains. The prisoner was transferred to District Prison Vranje on 16.12.2011 and thus it is pointless to decide about the given complaints.

**Other:** Formally negative reply was received. However, the explanation lists actions by which proposals of the defender are accepted and conducted, so that in the end there is no possibility for the request to be approved because the prisoner has already been, apparently by the will of Directorate, transferred. M.I. was classified in category VI and after the sent complain he was transferred to District Prison Vranje.

1.2. Specificity of the Case/Reason for hunger strike

The prisoner is accommodated in the closed part of semi-opened type prison which violates his right to appropriate accommodation, bearing in mind the group in which he was classified. Due to inadequate accommodation, right to walk in open air as well as right to free activities (walk, gym, chess, social games...) were also violated.

1.3. Result: Prisoner M.I. was classified in category VI and he was transferred to District Prison Vranje.

1.4. Legal grounds of prisoner’s request:

Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions: 66 i 68

2. K.D. District Prison Leskovac, personal identification number 372/11

2.1.1 Complaint to the Head of District Prison Leskovac for inappropriate accommodation (04.10.2011.)

**Reply to Request:** Negative

**Date of Reply:** 04.11.2011.

**Is the reply received within deadline:** No
Explaination from the written reply: “Statements that the named prisoners are isolated are false. Namely, prisoners classified in categories V1 and V2 are accommodated in Pavilions 1, 2 and 3, so it is about the Pavilions in which prisoners in given categories are accommodated, not isolated.”

Other: -

2.1.2. Complaint to the Head of the Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions for not bringing a decision based on the complaint (01.12.2011.)

Reply to Request: Negative

Date of Reply: 30.11.2011.

Is the reply received within deadline: Yes

Explaination from the written reply: “Based on the received data and insight in submitted acts from Penitentiary Leskovac, it is defined that the Head of District Prison, acting upon the submission-complaint, replied to it on 04.11.2011. with a submission which had to be re-delivered to the attorney due to the problem of delivery, which caused the passing of time and which in details explains and replies to everything requested by the complaint.”

Other: -

2.2. Specificity of the Case/Reason for hunger strike

The prisoner is accommodated in the closed part of semi-opened type prison which violates his right to appropriate accommodation, bearing in mind the group in which he was classified (voluntarily started the sentence serving, before the validity of the verdict, for which reason he should be accommodated in the semi-opened part of the prisons, where prisoners have possibility to enjoy a higher number of commodities, and not in the closed part of the prison.). Due to inadequate accommodation, right to walk in open air in duration of two hours as well as right to free activities (walk, gym, chess, social games…) were also violated.

2.3. Result: K.D. was transferred to Penitentiary Niš.

2.4. Legal grounds of prisoner’s request:

Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions: Articles 63, 66, 68

TOTAL:

a. Submitted:

- Basic documents:

Complaint to the Head for inadequate accommodation and non-realization of other rights: 1
- Complaints on the Decision on basic document:

To Director of Directorate: 2
Total: 3

b. Received replies:

Total replies: 3
Total positive replies 1st instance: 0
Total negative replies 1st instance: 1
Total positive replies 2nd and higher instance: 0
Total negative replies 2nd and higher instance: 2
Total replied within deadline: 2
Total not replied within deadline: 1

B.III/ Submissions (letters*, complaints, claims) related to fulfillment of right to health care protection

* Letter of the attorney or prisoner is a request for the realization of a right sent to the Head of Health Care service in Penitentiary.

Legal Grounds: Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions, 101 - 105

1.M.K. Penitentiary Niš, personal identification number 8216

1.1.1. Letter to the Head of Health Care Service related to the fulfillment of right to health care protection (31.03.2011.)

Reply to Request: Not received

Date of Reply: -

Is the reply received within deadline: Legal deadline is five days so it means that it is not respected (Article 101, Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions, Article 26 of the Law on Health Care Protection and Article 33 of the Rulebook on House Rules)

Explanation from the written reply: -

Other: Head of the Service is obliged to reply to the submission of a prisoner or his attorney within five days in written form. Besides that he is obliged to take up all measures of health care protection in line with the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions and other regulations. The prisoner did not state that his problem was solved in later contacts.
1.1.2. Letter to the Head of Health Care Service related to the fulfillment of right to health care protection and proposal for continual medical treatment (19.08.2011.)

Reply to Request: Not received

Date of Reply: -

Is the reply received within deadline: Legal deadline is five days so it means that it is not respected (Article 101, Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions, Article 26 of the Law on Health Care Protection and Article 33 of the Rulebook on House Rules).

Explanation from the written reply: -

Other: -

1.1.3. Complaint to the Head of Penitentiary Niš for not receiving replies to letters sent to the Head of Health Care Service (15.10.2011.)

Reply to Request: Not received

Date of Reply: -

Is the reply received within deadline: Legal deadline is 15 days so it means that it is not respected (Article 101, Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions, Article 33 of the Rulebook on House Rules)

Explanation from the written reply: -

Other: -

1.1.4. Complaint to Medical Chamber of Serbia for inappropriate medical care and inadequate medical treatment of a patient (23.09.2011.)

Reply to Request: Negative

Date of Reply: 27.02.2012.

Is the reply received within deadline: No deadline

Explanation from the written reply: "Ethical Board of Medical Chamber of Serbia is not authorized to evaluate or control the work of the management of Penitentiary Niš, and regarding the described situation there is no clue that the doctors in this Penitentiary committed any violation of professional duties or provisions of the Codex of professional ethics of Medical Chamber of Serbia, so that in concrete situation, Medical Chamber of Serbia can not directly react"

Other: Having taken insight in medical documentation of the prisoner it is stated that he did not get complete therapy and treatment prescribed by doctors of other specialities and it is an integral part of the prisoner’s medical file. The consequence of the lack of therapy and treatment may be worsening of the existing diseases and eventual increase in the level of disability.
1.2. Specificity of the Case/Reason for hunger strike

M.K. is a 1st category disabled worker, suffers from numerous chronic diseases for which he does not receive prescribed therapy. Having taken insight in the copy of his medical files it is determined which therapy the prisoner should be receiving.

1.3. Result: In the meantime the prisoner gave up the complaint because he managed to make an agreement with the Health Care Service, related to which a conclusion was received on 28.11.2011.

1.4. Legal grounds of prisoner’s request:

Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions: 65, 101-105  
Rulebook on House Rules: 32, 33

2. M.V. Penitentiary Niš, personal identification number 9126

2.1.1. Complaint to the Head of Health Care Service for the provided medical care to the prisoner (28.10.2011.)

Reply to Request: Not received  
Date of Reply: -

Is the reply received within deadline: Legal deadline is five days so it means that it is not respected (Article 101, Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions, Article 33 of the Rulebook on House Rules). 

Explanation from the written reply: -

Other: -

2.1.2. Complaint to the Medical Chamber of Serbia for inappropriate medical care and inadequate medical treatment of the patient (04.11.2011.)

Reply to Request: Negative  
Date of Reply: 27.02.2012.

Is the reply received within deadline: No deadline

Explanation from the written reply: "Ethical Board of Medical Chamber of Serbia is not authorized to evaluate or control the work of the management of Penitentiary Niš, and regarding the described situation there is no clue that the doctors in this Penitentiary committed any violation of professional duties or provisions of the Codex of professional ethics of Medical Chamber of Serbia, so that in concrete situation, Medical Chamber of Serbia can not directly react."

Other: The prisoner complaints to the lack of medical care. Namely, although being a disabled person, he does not have a personal assistant, he does not have
appropriate medicines, primarily for nervous system. As well, he states that after the kidney surgery he got a stomach hernia which is not treated medically in Penitentiary Niš. At one occasion he fell in the middle of the corridor of the medical hospital and there were no medical technicians to help him to stand up. He was laying like that for a long period of time.

2.2. Specificity of the Case/Reason for hunger strike

He was done a surgery which had a complication which was not adequately treated. The prisoner is a disabled person (he does not have a part of the leg, from lower knee, but his disability was not formally recognized.). Yet, he suffers from chronic Burger’s disease which requires a special treatment that he does not receive.

2.3. Result: On 27.12.2011. the prisoner was transferred to a special prison hospital in Belgrade. At that occasion he was not explained the reason for which he was sent there, nor there was acute worsening of his medical condition.

2.4. Legal grounds of prisoner’s request:

Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions: Articles 65, 101-105
Rulebook on House Rules: 32, 33

3. N.P. Penitentiary Niš, personal identification number 6182

3.1.1. Letter to the Head of Health Care Service for not applying adequate post-surgery treatment (29.08.2011.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reply to Request:</th>
<th>Not received</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date of Reply:</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the reply received within deadline:</td>
<td>(deadline is 5 days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation from the written reply:</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other:</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Specificity of the Case/Reason for hunger strike

Lack of adequate post-surgery treatment (his testicles were operated in Clinical Center Niš) which lead to the worsening of health care condition of the prisoner because it required regular taking out of Penitentiary for treatment.

3.3. Result: In order to start the procedure of the fulfillment of right to health care protection, the prisoner submitted a request and later urgency for the issuing of the extract from medical file. Bearing in mind that copies of medical reports were not delivered, prisoner’s attorney wrote urgency to the Head of medical service with a request that the extracts from files are to be delivered until the visit to the prisoner on 22.07.2011. The procedure will start upon the providing of medical file. After the urgency of the attorney, medical files were delivered to the prisoner who submitted them to the attorney.
In November the prisoner gave up the further procedure aimed at realization of this right.

3.4. Legal grounds of prisoner’s request:

Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions: 65, 101-105
Rulebook on House rules: 32, 33

4. B.K. Penitentiary Niš, personal identification number 8638

4.1.1. Request to the Head of Health Care Service for the Provision of Medical File Copy (15.12.2011.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reply to Request:</th>
<th>Not received</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date of Reply:</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the reply received within deadline:</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation from the written reply:</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other:</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.2. Complaint to the Head for disabling insight in medical file (06.02.2012.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reply to Request:</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date of Reply:</td>
<td>27.02.2012.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the reply received within deadline:</td>
<td>Deadline for replying on the complaint is 15 days from the day of receiving.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation from the written reply:</td>
<td>&quot;... it was determined that there were no omissions in the work of state officers. Bearing in mind that copying machine in Penitentiary Niš has been out of work for a long time, for technical reasons, at the moment there is no possibility to copy the required medical documentation. Required medical documentation will be delivered to the named person when technical abilities allow, i.e. when the copying machine is repaired.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other:</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.3. Claim filed to the Head of Directorate related to the decision brought by the Head of Penitentiary Niš (02.03.2012.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reply to Request:</th>
<th>Not received</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date of Reply:</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the reply received within deadline:</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation from the written reply:</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2. Specificity of the Case/Reason for hunger strike

The prisoner suffers from diabetes for which he receives insulin therapy which does not give effects and it is necessary to provide for adequate treatment.

4.3. Result:

4.4. Legal grounds of prisoner’s request:

Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions: Articles 65, 101-105
Rulebook on House rules: 29. paragraph 4, 32, 33

TOTAL:

a. Submitted:

- Basic documents:

  Complaint to the Head of Health Care Service for inappropriate medical care: 3
  Request to the Head for the provision of the Copy of Medical File: 1

- Complaints to decision on basic document:

  Complaint to the Head for not receiving replies: 2
  Complaint to Medical Chamber: 2
  Complaint to the Director of Directorate: 1

  Total: 9

b. Received replies:

  Total replies: 3

  Total positive replies 1st instance: 0
  Total negative replies 1st instance: 0

  Total positive replies 2nd and higher instance: 0
  Total negative replies 2nd and higher instance: 3

  Total replied within deadline: 1
  Total not replied within deadline: 4
  For others there is no deadline
B, IV/ Procedure of lodging complaint related to inappropriate classification as well as treatment program, deriving from inappropriate category

Legal Grounds: Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions, Article 63

1. I.N. Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica, personal identification number 12324

1.1.1. Complaint to the Head of Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica for unjustified reduction of treatment group (01.11.2011)

Reply to Request: Negative

Date of Reply: 02.12.2011.

Is the reply received within deadline: Yes

Explanation from the written reply: Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions and Rulebook on treatment, treatment program, classification: "...there is no obligation of the institution to which the prisoner is transferred, to maintain the awarded group and granted special rights within group."

Other:

1.1.2. Claim filed to the Director of Directorate related to the decision brought by the Head of Penitentiary S.Mitrovica from 02.12.11. (12.12.2011)

Reply to Request: Positive

Date of Reply: 23.01.2012.

Is the reply received within deadline: No, legal deadline is one month

Explanation from the written reply: "...Upon consideration of the list of acts in this administrative issue, evaluation of the statements in the claim and opinion of the institution based on it, second instance organ finds that the claim is justified...

... Explanation of the Head’s decision is unclear, facts related to circumstances of the claim that relate to the acquired special rights are not determined, i.e. whether there are decisions of the institution on awarding, i.e. denial of special rights"

Other: *On 02.03.2012 Head of Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica brought a decision by which the claim was formally rejected. Essentially the claim was accepted because from the explanation ("based on the evidence the facts that have character of decisive facts for decision making in this legal subject are made undeniable, and the same ones direct to a conclusion that the claim was ungrounded. Namely, on 02.03.2012, expert team of the Penitentiary subsequently classified the prisoner in group V1 and awarded him appropriate special rights") it is obvious that expert team of the Penitentiary subsequently classified the prisoner in group V1 and awarded him appropriate special rights.*
1.3. **Result:** The prisoner was given back his category and commodities that derive from it.

1.4. **Legal grounds of prisoner’s request:**

Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions: 63
Rulebook on treatment and treatment program: 35

**TOTAL:**

**a. Submitted:**

- **Basic documents:**
  
  Complaint to the Head for awarding the group with lesser rights: 1

- **Claims to the decision on basic document:**

  Claim to Director of Directorate: 1

Total: 2

**b. Received replies:**

Total replies: 3

Total positive replies 1st instance: 0
Total negative replies 1st instance: 2

Total positive replies 2nd and higher instance: 1
Total negative replies 2nd and higher instance: 0

Total replied within deadline: 1
Total not replied within deadline: 1
For others there is not deadline

**B,V/ Complaints related to discrimination of prisoners with disability**

Legal Grounds: Law on abolishment of discrimination of disabled persons, Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions, Article 66

1. **Group of disabled prisoners accommodated in the hospital in Penitentiary Zabela (N.A. personal identification number 33292, S.M. personal identification number 3391, I.N. personal identification number 3824, S.Z., V.M. m.b.3745)**
1.1.1. Complaint to the Head of Penitentiary Zabela for non-realization of rights of disabled persons with a request for removal of architectural barriers within the hospital and request for ensuring accommodation on the ground floor of the hospital (23.08.2011.)

Reply to Request: Not received
Date of Reply: -
Is the reply received within deadline: (deadline is 15 days)
Explanation from the written reply: -
Other: No reply to the submission was received, however, works on adaptation of the premises on the ground floor of the hospital according to the needs of disabled persons were started.

1.2. Specificity of the Case/Reason for hunger strike

Here it is about prisoners- persons with special needs that are accommodate in inhumane conditions, in the building of the hospital that does not satisfy their needs. The prisoners are accommodated on the 1st floor of the building without elevator which makes their moving more difficult. Besides that, there are no ramps at the entrances of the building.

1.3. Result: Prisoners- disabled persons, were, after adaptation accommodated on the ground floor. However they were deprived of a personal assistant (one of the prisoners who voluntarily helps them) which again makes them helpless, in a different way.

1.4. Legal grounds of prisoner’s request:

Law on the Abolishment of Discrimination of Persons with Disabilities
Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions: 66

TOTAL:

a. Submitted:
   - Basic documents:

Complaint to the Head for non-realization of rights of disabled persons and request for removal of architectural barriers: 1

   - Claims on the decision on the basic document: 0
Total: 1

b. Received replies:

Total replies: 0
Total replied within deadline: 0
B,VI/ Requests to the heads, Other

1. V.R. Penitentiary S. Mitrovica, personal identification number 5081

1.1.1. Urging to the Head of Penitentiary for urgent determining of facts on guilt in disciplinary procedure (07.03.2011.)

Reply to Request: Not received

Date of Reply: -

Is the reply received within deadline: No deadline

Explanation from the written reply: -

Other: Deadline for acting upon this submission does not exist, but determination of all the facts related to disciplinary procedure it was necessary to be done until the bringing of the Decision on disciplinary punishing.

1.2. Specificity of the Case/Reason for hunger strike

In the procedure against the prisoner no statements of the defendant were investigated nor were the suggested evidence derived. Disciplinary procedure was initiated because the urine test of the prisoner was positive to psycho-active substances. The prisoner states that it was not, but that he was taking cafetine (a medicine) and for that reason he asked for the blood test to be done as well, so as to prove his statement.

1.3. Result: -

1.4. Legal grounds of prisoner’s request:

Violation of prisoner’s right to defend in disciplinary procedure in Penitentiary  – Article 158 Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions and Article 14 of the Rulebook on disciplinary measures and offences towards prisoners

TOTAL:

a. Submitted:

- Basic documents:
Urging to the Head of Penitentiary for urgent determining of facts on guilt: 1

- Claims to the decision on basic document: 0

Total: 1

b. Received replies:

Total replies: 0

Total replied within deadline: 0
Total not replied within deadline: 0
There is no legal deadline for the reply

B, VII/ Rarities – prisoners from ex-YU territory

1. D.S. Penitentiary Niš, personal identification number 7912

Specificity of the Case/Reason for hunger strike

The prisoner is a person without citizenship (apatrid). At the moment of the attorney’s visit he had a proof from Niš City Administration that he was not registered in the Book of Citizens of Serbia.

The following was done:

A request for determination whether the prisoner had the Slovenian or any other country citizenship was sent to Slovenian Embassy, and further guidelines for the procedure of getting citizenship were required (17.01.2012.) The reply from 21.02.2012, states that the prisoner did not have Slovenian citizenship, but that in 1985 he was registered in the Birth Book in Celje as a citizen of SFRJ from the Republic of Serbia.

2. M.M. personal identification number 522, Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica

Specificity of the Case/Reason for hunger strike

The prisoner serves the sentence based on the verdict of the District Court in Beli Manastir, confirmed by the verdict of Supreme Court of Vukovar, Republic of Srpska Krajina. Without any decision he was sent to sentence serving to Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica (in Serbia). The procedure of acknowledgement of this verdict in Serbia was never initiated which is a necessary condition for sentence serving by persons from other countries.

What was done:

Contact with the Embassy of the Republic of Croatia was established and information and legal aid were required aimed at the repeal of the verdict that the prisoner served. The received answer was: 
The verdicts of Para-State Republic of Srpska Krajina do not have legal effect for the reason that in Croatia a Law on the abolishment was brought which annuls all the verdicts of these courts."

From the Constitutional Court of Serbia information was received that the procedure in that Court was initiated in April 2011. Request for delivery of copies of verdicts according to which the prisoner serves the sentence was sent to Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica on 16.01.2012. No written reply for this request was received, but the verbal one (beginning of February) from an employee in the Directorate that Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica would not satisfy this request because there was not legal obligation for that.

The prisoner submitted the Confirmation of the County Court un Osijek from 20.09.2010, where it says that it was not defined whether penal procedure had ever been lead against him and that for that reason they were not able to provide a copy of the verdict by which he was sentenced.

B, VIII/ Submissions which are not submitted for justified reason

1. Z.M. Penitentiary Zabela, personal identification number 4252

Specificity of the Case/Reason for hunger strike

The prisoner is a disabled person which needs orthopedic aid (adequate shoes with platform) so that he could move normally. Penitentiary verbally refused to provide the prisoner with appropriate aid.

Result:

Prisoner’s problem was that he could not get the orthopedic aid - (one leg was shorter for 5cm). Three days after the visit the prisoner informed the lawyer of the Center for Human Rights Niš that the procedure of purchase of orthopedic aid was initiated in Penitentiary and later that the problem was solved.

2. Z.B. Penitentiary Niš, personal identification number 4956

Specificity of the Case/Reason for hunger strike

The prisoner is a disabled war soldier. He was diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disturbance (DSM IV F10), claustrophobia, psychopath signs of behavior, which are all consequences of the participation in the war. Legally, he has two possibilities: (a) to have the status of disabled worker acknowledged (if he had enough years of service) (b) or to have the status of disabled war soldier acknowledged, and to receive, based on that a fee for disabled war soldiers via municipality. He chose the status of disabled worker. At the moment of the visit of the attorney his problem was that he submitted the request for disabled retirement fee and he received an answer that he missed two months of service (instead of needed 5 years he has 4 years and 10 months).

Result:

Soon after the attorney’s visit the prisoner informed the attorney that he solved the problem (a bank approved a loan in the amount of 55.000 dinars to pay for contributions for missing months) and that he would soon get the decision on the acknowledgment of the disabled retirement fee.
B,IX/ Representation in the courts in criminal procedures *

*not planned by the project, but, due to the evident violation of human rights, these prisoners were represented in the court.

1. Đž.S. Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica, personal identification number 10143 (in August 2011, he was transferred to detention in Penitentiary Zabela)

Proposal for repeating criminal procedure in which the prisoner was tried in absentia was submitted to Basic Court in Požarevac, 06.04.2011. and positive reply was received (11.07.2011, the reply was within deadline) by the verdict according to which the prisoner was serving sentence was annulled.

Upon the bringing of this decision, the prisoner was determined detention immediately, which was realized to Penitentiary Zabela. Head of Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica was sent a notification about the positive reply on 28.07.2011. with a request to take measures in order to stop the realization of the sentence towards the prisoner. The appeal to Appellation Court against the decision of the Basic Court in Požarevac by which the detention to the prisoner was determined was sent on 25.08.2011. Appellation Court rejected the appeal on 16.09.2011.

Specificity of the Case/Reason for hunger strike

The defendant was tried in absentia ("unavailable to prosecution organs") although, at that moment, he was serving another sentence in Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica, which made him surely available.

The only proof based on which the verdict was brought was the statement of the defendant given in pre-criminal procedure. After the arrest he was questioned without the presence of the defense (attorney) when he was beaten, which is confirmed by a report from the doctor from Maxio Facial Surgery. In that way previously created statement he formally gave letter, in the presence of the attorney (defence). In this procedure no other evidence was found based on which the sentence could be based. Based on S.’s statement, supported by the report from Maxio Facial Surgery in Belgrade, he admitted the crime after he was beaten by the Police. Additional thing that makes the things even harder for the prisoner is that he is a member of Roma minority group for which there is a stereotype that they deal with criminal acts.

2.Đ.P. Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica, 8261

Request for unjustified repeating of the procedure was sent to a High Court in Belgrade 13.01.2011. On 21.03.2011 High Court brought a decision by which it rejected this request.

Basic Court in Novi Sad, on 27.01.2011. brought a decision by which the clause on the validity of the decision of Basic Court in Novi Sad from 20.10.2010. was put out of force (by this decision prisoner’s sentence serving was ceased). Appeal on this Decision from 27.01. was lodged to Appellation Court in Novi Sad on 04.03.2011. Appellation Court rejected this Appeal on 25.10.2011. For the decision of Basic Court in Novi Sad from 17.03.2011. by which it was rejected, the appeal was previously lodged to Appellation Court in Novi Sad on 20.04.2011 (amendment to appeal was lodged on 10.05.2011.). This Court approved the appeal on 23.05.2011.and abolished the decision of Basic Court in Novi Sad from 17.03.2011.

Specificity of the Case/Reason for hunger strike

Basic Court in Novi Sad was not allowed to decide on the obsolescence of one of his sentences (and it brought), because that penalty was already covered by a joint sentence brought by the High Court in Belgrade. The rights that are obtained based on final judgments are vested rights that can not be denied later and this right was denied to him.
C/ Reasons for hunger strike

(Transfer)

1. I.N. Penitentiary Niš – ID number 7007

1.1. Specificity of the case/reasons for hunger strike

A prisoner is a resident of Kosovo and Metohia. He wants to be transferred back to Kosovo so as to serve his prison sentence (until 2021) in a prison which is closer to the place of residence of his family. Geographic distance and other problems (primarily poverty of his family) influence that the prisoner has difficulties in realizing rights deriving from the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions and which are covered by the European Prison Rules. Here it is primarily about the impossibility to realize the right to visits by a family due to the long distance from their place of residence and high costs of travel and accommodation. Political circumstances are such that the probability for the positive solution of his request would be much higher if he was Albanian and if he wanted to be transferred to Kosovo or if he was a Serbian from Kosovo who wanted to be transferred to some prison in Serbia. In such constellation, a Serbian who wants to go to a prison in Kosovo, under Albanian control, he faced the lack of political will and support of all the actors in solving these circumstances, to be given, as an individual, a possibility to respect one of the rights related to sentence serving, and whose respect primarily contributes to his better re-socialization (closeness and good contacts with his family)

1.2. Legal grounds for prisoner’s request:

- European Prison Rules (Rule 17.1)
  Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions: (Article 78)
  Every prisoner is entitled to receive visits of the spouse, children, parents, adopted children, adoptive parents and other lineal relatives or lateral relatives to fourth degree of consanguinity, as well as by foster parent, foster child and guardian.
  1) once a week - in penitentiary or open type section;
  2) twice a month - in penitentiary or semi-open type section;
  3) once a month – in penitentiary or a closed type section and in closed type penitentiary with special security
- Head of Penitentiary may allow a prisoner to be visited by other persons, as well.

  Article 116: Upon the request of a prisoner or recommendation of the Head of Penitentiary, and where there are justifiable reasons to do so, the Director of Directorate may transfer a prisoner from one institution to another. The Director of Directorate may for security reasons transfer a prisoner ex officio.
  A prisoner may appeal against the decision of the Director of Directorate referred to under paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article to the minister in charge of the judiciary, within three days of the delivery of the decision. Appeal against the decision of Director of Directorate does not delay the enforcement of the Decision.
  Article 117: The penal institution where a prisoner has been transferred shall enable the prisoner to inform at once his family or another person of his own choice of transfer to another institution at the expense of the institution.)

2. A.S. Penitentiary Niš, ID number 5178

2.1. Specificity of the case/reasons for hunger strike

Prisoner's problem is related to revanchism by a member of security service. The reason of such behavior is, based on prisoner's opinion, laying in his previous successful escape from the field department of the Penitentiary (in Pirot) when one Security Staff member was fired.

2.2. Legal grounds for prisoner’s request:

  Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions
3. D.B. Penitentiary Niš, ID number 7514

3.1. Specificity of the case/reasons for hunger strike

Inadequate treatment of the prisoner after which he injured himself and after which he was assigned to a Department under special surveillance in Penitentiary Niš. Until the transfer he injured himself as a consequence of mental pressure to which he was subjected by the security staff to admit that he wanted to get the means for the escaper from Penitentiary Niš.

Watering pipe, made of parts each 1-1.5 m long, confiscated from another prisoner, intended for D.B. to water the garden, and was interpreted by the Security service as a planning of the escape. Based on his statement, that is why the guards questioned him for an hour or two, with accusation that he planned the escape which he experienced as a huge mental pressure under which he broke and in one moment injured himself with a carving tool. The prisoner was not previously disciplinary punished, practices gardening and carving and it meant a lot to him. Because of self-injuring act the prisoner was later punished in disciplinary procedure. The procedure for escape planning has never been initiated.

3.2. Legal grounds for prisoner’s request:

Law On The Enforcement Of Criminal Sanctions
Article 65: Everyone must respect the dignity of a prisoner.
No one may endanger physical and mental health of a prisoner.

Article 116: Upon the request of a prisoner or recommendation of the Head of Penitentiary, and where there are justifiable reasons to do so, the Director of Directorate of Prison Administration may transfer a prisoner from one institution to another.
The Director of Directorate may for security reasons transfer a prisoner ex officio.
A prisoner may appeal against the decision of the Director of Directorate referred to under paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article to the Minister in charge of the judiciary, within three days of the delivery of the decision. Appeal against the decision of Director of Directorate does not delay the enforcement of the Decision.

Article 139: Placing under increased supervision may be applied only in closed-type institutions and/or closed type sections of penitentiary.
A prisoner is entitled to appeal the decision on placing under increased supervision within three days of the receiving the decision. The appeal does not delay enforcement of the decision.
The measure specified in paragraph 1 of this Article is reconsidered every three months. The decision on extension of this measure may be appealed by the prisoner within three days of receiving the decision. The appeal does not delay the enforcement.

- The purpose of imprisonment in a part of the conduction of treatment program (a prisoner, as a mentally labile person recognizes this penitentiary as an enemy environment from this moment on; until the incident the program of his re-socialization was successfully implemented)

4. F.G. Penitentiary Zabela, ID number 2979

4.1. Specificity of the case/reasons for hunger strike

The prisoner is a Muslim. There are only a few prisoners of this confession in Penitentiary Zabela and they are not enabled to have adequate diet that satisfies religious requests and he has difficulties in performing religious rituals. As well, due to the long distance from his place of residence (Novi Pazar) his family rarely visits him.

4.2. Legal grounds for prisoner’s request:

- Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions (Article 70, paragraph 3: … Prisoner is secured diet taking care of his religious beliefs and according to the possibilities of the Penitentiary.
Article 78: Every prisoner is entitled to receive visits of the spouse, children, parents, adopted children, adoptive parents and other lineal relatives or lateral relatives to fourth degree of consanguinity, as well as by foster parent, foster child and guardian.
1) once a week - in penitentiary or open type section;
2) twice a month - in penitentiary or semi-open type section;
3) once a month – in penitentiary or a closed type section and in closed type penitentiary with special security.
- Head of Penitentiary may allow a prisoner to be visited by other persons, as well.

Article 113: Every prisoner has the right to:
1) practice religious rituals;
2) read religious literature;
3) receive visits of religious representative.

If the institution contains a sufficient number of prisoners of the same religion, the Head of Penitentiary shall upon their request allow a qualified representative of that religion to visit them regularly or to hold regular services or lectures at the institution.

No pressure may be exerted on a prisoner to attend a religious service or a visit of the religious representative.
Religious service is held in special and appropriate premises of the institution.
The House Rules shall more precisely define time, duration and manner of exercising the right specified under this Article.)

5. Z.B. Penitentiary Niš, ID number 7090

5.1. Specificity of the case/reasons for hunger strike

In 2007 the prisoner was temporarily transferred to Penitentiary Nis, during the works in Penitentiary Mitrovica and has been there until now. He requires to be transferred back to Sremska Mitrovica. His family lives in Bački Petrovac and due to extremely bad material status it practically has no possibility to visit him, because the distance from Niš exposes them to too big expenses.

5.2. Legal grounds for prisoner’s request:

Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions (Article 78: Every prisoner is entitled to receive visits of the spouse, children, parents, adopted children, adoptive parents and other lineal relatives or lateral relatives to fourth degree of consanguinity, as well as by foster parent, foster child and guardian.
1) once a week - in penitentiary or open type section;
2) twice a month - in penitentiary or semi-open type section;
3) once a month – in penitentiary or a closed type section and in closed type penitentiary with special security
- Head of Penitentiary may allow a prisoner to be visited by other persons, as well).

(Complaints to the Head because of inadequate accommodation in Penitentiary)

6. M.I. District Prison Leskovac, 333/11

6.1. Specificity of the case/reasons for hunger strike

The prisoner is accommodated in a closed part of the semi-opened type prison which violates his right to appropriate accommodation bearing in mind the group in which he is classified. Due to inappropriate accommodation, right to stay out of the cell, right to exercises in the open air as well as the right to free activities (walk, gym, chess, social games...) is violated.

6.2. Legal grounds for prisoner’s request:

Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions (Article 66: A prisoner is entitled to accommodation corresponding to contemporary hygiene requirements, and local climate. Prisoner shall be assigned to common rooms and dormitories based on a careful analysis of all circumstances and information recorded in the admission ward, particularly taking into account the age, personal characteristics and
interests as well as other features important for positive interaction between the prisoners and elimination of risk of mutual physical or mental endangerment.
- A prisoner with special needs is entitled to accommodation in line with the type and degree of his needs.

**Article 68:** A prisoner is entitled to spend at least two hours each day in the open air during leisure time.

A prisoner of suitable age and physique is entitled to organized physical activity during leisure time, including the right to use sports facilities, devices and equipment together with other prisoners.

7. K.D. District Prison Leskovac, 372/11

7.1. Specificity of the case/reasons for hunger strike

The prisoner is accommodated in a closed part of the semi-opened type prison which violates his right to appropriate accommodation bearing in mind the group in which he is classified (admitted to sentence serving voluntarily, before the validity of the verdict, for which reason he is supposed to be accommodated in semi-opened part where prisoners have possibilities to enjoy more commodities, not in the closed part). Due to inappropriate accommodation, right to stay out of the cell, right to exercises in the open air as well as the right to free activities (walk, gym, social games...) is violated.

7.2. Legal grounds for prisoner’s request:

**Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions** (Article 63: Upon entering the institution a prisoner is sent to the admission ward.

A prisoner may stay maximum thirty days in this ward.

In the admission ward, information is collected about the personality of a prisoner, aimed at his assignment and drawing up of a correctional program.

Assignment of prisoners is based on the type of criminal offence, length of sentence, guilt, attitude of the prisoner to the offence, prior criminal record and other criteria set out in the Rulebook on treatment, treatment program, assignment and subsequent assignment of prisoners.

During serving of sentence it is possible to subsequent assign (reclassify) a prisoner to another treatment group in respect of achieving the purpose of enforcement of sanction, or change the correctional program if necessary.

Expert team consists from the representatives of Penitentiary services.

Decision on treatment program and decision on subsequent classification is delivered to the prisoner in maximum three days from bringing a decision.

A prisoner may appeal against the decision on subsequent assignment to Director of Directorate within three days from receiving the decision.

Rulebook on treatment, treatment program, assignment and subsequent assignment of prisoners is brought by the Minister in charge of juridiciary.

**Article 66:** A prisoner is entitled to accommodation corresponding to contemporary hygiene requirements, and local climate.

Prisoner shall be assigned to common rooms and dormitories based on a careful analysis of all circumstances and information recorded in the admission ward, particularly taking into account the age, personal characteristics and interests as well as other features important for positive interaction between the prisoners and elimination of risk of mutual physical or mental endangerment.

- A prisoner with special needs is entitled to accommodation in line with the type and degree of his needs.

**Article 68:** A prisoner is entitled to spend at least two hours each day in the open air during leisure time.

A prisoner of suitable age and physique is entitled to organized physical activity during leisure time, including the right to use sports facilities, devices and equipment together with other prisoners.

8. M.K. Penitentiary Niš, ID number 8216

8.1. Specificity of the case/reasons for hunger strike

The prisoner is 1st category disabled worker suffering from numerous chronic diseases (heart problems, spine problems, epilepsy...) for which he does not receive prescribed therapy and treatment, As well, his glasses have been broken for a while and he does not manage to be taken to ophthalmologist so as to get new ones.
8.2. Legal grounds for prisoner’s request:

**Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions** (Article 65: Everyone must respect the dignity of a prisoner. No one may endanger physical and mental health of a prisoner)

**Article 101:** A prisoner is entitled to medical care pursuant to general regulations on medical protection and provisions of this law. Prisoners who cannot receive adequate medical treatment within the institution shall be transferred to the Special Prison Hospital or other health institution, and pregnant women to a maternity ward for childbirth.

Time spent on medical treatment shall be calculated as the time of imprisonment.

**Article 102:** Medical treatment of a prisoner is conducted with his agreement. Forced feeding of prisoner is not allowed. Exceptionally, if a prisoner seriously impairs his health or life by refusal of medical treatment or food, medical measures shall be applied as determined by a doctor.

A medical examination of a prisoner is conducted only in presence of a medical officer, unless the medical officer requests otherwise.

A prisoner has the right to be informed of the findings regarding his health and the content of his medical file, except in cases provided by general medical regulations.

A prisoner shall have access to services of a dentist.

There may be established a special ward for quitting psycho-active substances.

More detailed regulations on the work and conduction of program for quitting psycho-active substances is brought by the Minister in charge of justice.

**Article 103:** The doctor in the institution is required to:

1) examine every prisoner immediately upon admittance into the institution, after return from a temporary leave and before release from the institution;
2) at admittance to the institution and subsequently, whenever appropriate, determine whether the prisoner is physically and mentally ill and his/her work capacity;
3) examine without delay a prisoner complaining of illness or if indications of an illness are present;
4) daily examine a prisoner who is ill or refuses food or water, and regularly, in intervals not longer than three months, other prisoners;
5) control accommodation, nutrition, hygiene, sanitary and other conditions impacting on the health of prisoners;
6) keep separate records of injuries of prisoners and inform the Head of Penitentiary about any sign or indication that the prisoner is ill treated;
7) supervise the work of pharmacy and medical staff recording, issuing and giving the prescribed therapy to a prisoner.

The doctor in the institution shall submit to the Head of the prison in writing:

1) periodical reports on the health of prisoners;
2) a report whenever he determines that the physical or mental health of a prisoner has been impaired or compromised due to extension or the manner of serving of sentence and shall recommend measures for treatment of such person, including possible suspension of serving of sentence;
3) findings and recommendations on the quantity and quality of food for prisoners;
4) findings and recommendations for improving hygiene in the institution and of prisoners, state of sanitary facilities and conditions, heating, lighting and ventilation in premises where prisoners are confined;
5) findings and recommendations relating to necessary physical activity of prisoners;
6) The Head is required to promptly undertake measures specified in paragraph 2 of this Article that are recommended by the doctor

**Article 104:** Upon the request of a prisoner, the Head of Penitentiary may allow him to be examined by a specialist if the doctor failed to suggest such examination.

The prisoner then bears the costs of examination, unless the Head of Penitentiary decides otherwise.

**Article 105:** Regarding serious health impairment or life of a prisoner, or his transfer to the prison hospital or other medical institution, the penal institution shall promptly inform their spouse, children, adopted children or a person with whom the prisoner lived in a common-law marriage or other form of permanent relationship if any, otherwise the institution shall inform his parents, adoptive parents, brother or sister or other relatives.

- **Rulebook on House Rules** (Article 32: A doctor prescribes therapy and organizes the manner of issuing, giving and recording it.

- The doctor prescribes which medicines a prisoner may have with himself.

**Article 33:** Upon the approval of the doctor in Penitentiary, a prisoner may purchase medicine and orthopedic aids at his own expense or to receive them from family members of close persons.

9. M.V. Penitentiary Niš, ID number 9126

9.1. Specificity of the case/ reasons for hunger strike
The prisoner complains to the lack of medical care. Namely, although being a disabled person (he does not have a part of the leg from the lower knee) and he does not have formally recognized ability, he does not have a personal assistant, does not receive appropriate medicines, primarily for nervous system. As well, he states that he got stomach hernia, after the kidney surgery which is not treated in Penitentiary Niš. The prisoner suffers from chronic Burger’s disease which requires a special treatment that he does not receive. At one occasion he fell in the hall of the prison hospital, but there were no medical technicians to help him stand up. He was lying like that for a longer time.

9.2. Legal grounds for prisoner’s request:

**Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions** (Article 65: Everyone must respect the dignity of a prisoner.

*No one may endanger physical and mental health of a prisoner.*

**Article 101:** A prisoner is entitled to medical care pursuant to general regulations on medical protection and provisions of this law.

Prisoners who cannot receive adequate medical treatment within the institution shall be transferred to the Special Prison Hospital or other health institution, and pregnant women to a maternity ward for childbirth.

Time spent on medical treatment shall be calculated as the time of imprisonment.

**Article 102:** Medical treatment of a prisoner is conducted with his agreement.

Forced feeding of prisoner is not allowed.

Exceptionally, if a prisoner seriously impairs his health or life by refusal of medical treatment or food, medical measures shall be applied as determined by a doctor.

A medical examination of a prisoner is conducted only in presence of a medical officer, unless the medical officer requests otherwise.

A prisoner has the right to be informed of the findings regarding his health and the content of his medical file, except in cases provided by general medical regulations.

A prisoner shall have access to services of a dentist.

There may be established a special ward for quitting psycho-active substances.

More detailed regulations on the work and conduction of program for quitting psycho-active substances is brought by the Minister in charge of justice.

**Article 103:** The doctor in the institution is required to:

1) examine every prisoner immediately upon admittance into the institution, after return from a temporary leave and before release from the institution;

2) at admittance to the institution and subsequently, whenever appropriate, determine whether the prisoner is physically and mentally ill and his/her work capacity;

3) examine without delay a prisoner complaining of illness or if indications of an illness are present;

4) daily examine a prisoner who is ill or refuses food or water, and regularly, in intervals not longer than three months, other prisoners;

5) control accommodation, nutrition, hygiene, sanitary and other conditions impacting on the health of prisoners;

6) keep separate records of injuries of prisoners and inform the Head of Penitentiary about any sign or indication that the prisoner is ill treated;

7) supervise the work of pharmacy and medical staff recording, issuing and giving the prescribed therapy to a prisoner.

The doctor in the institution shall submit to the Head of the prison in writing:

1) periodical reports on the health of prisoners;

2) a report whenever he determines that the physical or mental health of a prisoner has been impaired or compromised due to extension or the manner of serving of sentence and shall recommend measures for treatment of such person, including possible suspension of serving of sentence;

3) findings and recommendations on the quantity and quality of food for prisoners;

4) findings and recommendations for improving hygiene in the institution and of prisoners, state of sanitary facilities and conditions, heating, lighting and ventilation in premises where prisoners are confined;

5) findings and recommendations relating to necessary physical activity of prisoners;

6) The Head is required to promptly undertake measures specified in paragraph 2 of this Article that are recommended by the doctor.

**Article 104:** Article 104: Upon the request of a prisoner, the Head of Penitentiary may allow him to be examined by a specialist if the doctor failed to suggest such examination.

The prisoner then bears the costs of examination, unless the Head of Penitentiary decides otherwise.

**Article 105:** Regarding serious health impairment or life of a prisoner, or his transfer to the prison hospital or other medical institution, the penal institution shall promptly inform their spouse, children, adopted children or a person with whom the prisoner lived in a common-law marriage or other form of permanent relationship if any, otherwise the institution shall inform his parents, adoptive parents, brother or sister or other relatives.

- **Rulebook on House Rules** (Article 32: A doctor prescribes therapy and organizes the manner of issuing, giving and recording it.)
- The doctor prescribes which medicines a prisoner may have with himself.

**Article 33:** Upon the approval of the doctor in Penitentiary, a prisoner may purchase medicine and orthopedic aids at his own expense or to receive them from family members of close persons.

10. N.P. Penitentiary Niš, ID number 6182

10.1. Specificity of the case/reasons for hunger strike

Lack of appropriate post-surgery treatment (his testicles were operated in Clinical Center Niš) which implied regular taking out of the Penitentiary for a treatment, led to the worsening of his medical condition and returning to a problem for which he was operated.

10.2. Legal grounds for prisoner’s request:

**Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions** (Article 65: Everyone must respect the dignity of a prisoner.
No one may endanger physical and mental health of a prisoner)

**Article 101:** A prisoner is entitled to medical care pursuant to general regulations on medical protection and provisions of this law.
Prisoners who cannot receive adequate medical treatment within the institution shall be transferred to the Special Prison Hospital or other health institution, and pregnant women to a maternity ward for childbirth.
Time spent on medical treatment shall be calculated as the time of imprisonment.

**Article 102:** Medical treatment of a prisoner is conducted with his agreement.
Forced feeding of prisoner is not allowed.
Exceptionally, if a prisoner seriously impairs his health or life by refusal of medical treatment or food, medical measures shall be applied as determined by a doctor.
A medical examination of a prisoner is conducted only in presence of a medical officer, unless the medical officer requests otherwise.
A prisoner has the right to be informed of the findings regarding his health and the content of his medical file, except in cases provided by general medical regulations.
A prisoner shall have access to services of a dentist.
There may be established a special ward for quitting psycho-active substances.
More detailed regulations on the work and conduction of program for quitting psycho-active substances is brought by the Minister in charge of justice.

**Article 103:** The doctor in the institution is required to:
1) examine every prisoner immediately upon admittance into the institution, after return from a temporary leave and before release from the institution;
2) at admittance to the institution and subsequently, whenever appropriate, determine whether the prisoner is physically and mentally ill and his/her work capacity;
3) examine without delay a prisoner complaining of illness or if indications of an illness are present;
4) daily examine a prisoner who is ill or refuses food or water, and regularly, in intervals not longer than three months, other prisoners;
5) control accommodation, nutrition, hygiene, sanitary and other conditions impacting on the health of prisoners;
6) keep separate records of injuries of prisoners and inform the Head of Penitentiary about any sign or indication that the prisoner is ill treated;
7) supervise the work of pharmacy and medical staff recording, issuing and giving the prescribed therapy to a prisoner.
The doctor in the institution shall submit to the Head of the prison in writing:
1) periodical reports on the health of prisoners;
2) a report whenever he determines that the physical or mental health of a prisoner has been impaired or compromised due to extension or the manner of serving of sentence and shall recommend measures for treatment of such person, including possible suspension of serving of sentence;
3) findings and recommendations on the quantity and quality of food for prisoners;
4) findings and recommendations for improving hygiene in the institution and of prisoners, state of sanitary facilities and conditions, heating, lighting and ventilation in premises where prisoners are confined;
5) findings and recommendations relating to necessary physical activity of prisoners;
6) The Head is required to promptly undertake measures specified in paragraph 2 of this Article that are recommended by the doctor

**Article 104:** Upon the request of a prisoner, the Head of Penitentiary may allow him to be examined by a specialist if the doctor failed to suggest such examination.
The prisoner then bears the costs of examination, unless the Head of Penitentiary decides otherwise.

**Article 105:** Regarding serious health impairment or life of a prisoner, or his transfer to the prison hospital or other medical institution, the penal institution shall promptly inform their spouse, children, adopted children or a person...
with whom the prisoner lived in a common-law marriage or other form of permanent relationship if any, otherwise the institution shall inform his parents, adoptive parents, brother or sister or other relatives.

- **Rulebook on House Rules** (*Article 32*: A doctor prescribes therapy and organizes the manner of issuing, giving and recording it.  
- The doctor prescribes which medicines a prisoner may have with himself.  
  *Article 33*: Upon the approval of the doctor in Penitentiary, a prisoner may purchase medicine and orthopedic aids at his own expense or to receive them from family members of close persons.)

11. B.K. Penitentiary Niš, ID number 8638

11.1. Specificity of the case/reasons for hunger strike

The prisoner suffers from diabetes for which he gets insulin therapy which does not give effects and it is necessary to provide adequate treatment.

11.2. Legal grounds for prisoner’s request:

**Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions** (*Article 65*: Everyone must respect the dignity of a prisoner. No one may endanger physical and mental health of a prisoner)

*Article 101*: A prisoner is entitled to medical care pursuant to general regulations on medical protection and provisions of this law. Prisoners who cannot receive adequate medical treatment within the institution shall be transferred to the Special Prison Hospital or other health institution, and pregnant women to a maternity ward for childbirth. Time spent on medical treatment shall be calculated as the time of imprisonment.  
*Article 102*: Medical treatment of a prisoner is conducted with his agreement. Forced feeding of prisoner is not allowed. Exceptionally, if a prisoner seriously impairs his health or life by refusal of medical treatment or food, medical measures shall be applied as determined by a doctor. A medical examination of a prisoner is conducted only in presence of a medical officer, unless the medical officer requests otherwise. A prisoner has the right to be informed of the findings regarding his health and the content of his medical file, except in cases provided by general medical regulations. A prisoner shall have access to services of a dentist. There may be established a special ward for quitting psycho-active substances. More detailed regulations on the work and conduction of program for quitting psycho-active substances is brought by the Minister in charge of justice.

*Article 103*: The doctor in the institution is required to:  
1) examine every prisoner immediately upon admittance into the institution, after return from a temporary leave and before release from the institution;  
2) at admittance to the institution and subsequently, whenever appropriate, determine whether the prisoner is physically and mentally ill and his/her work capacity;  
3) examine without delay a prisoner complaining of illness or if indications of an illness are present;  
4) daily examine a prisoner who is ill or refuses food or water, and regularly, in intervals not longer than three months, other prisoners;  
5) control accommodation, nutrition, hygiene, sanitary and other conditions impacting on the health of prisoners;  
6) keep separate records of injuries of prisoners and inform the Head of Penitentiary about any sign or indication that the prisoner is ill treated;  
7) supervise the work of pharmacy and medical staff recording, issuing and giving the prescribed therapy to a prisoner. The doctor in the institution shall submit to the Head of the prison in writing:  
1) periodical reports on the health of prisoners;  
2) a report whenever he determines that the physical or mental health of a prisoner has been impaired or compromised due to extension or the manner of serving of sentence and shall recommend measures for treatment of such person, including possible suspension of serving of sentence;  
3) findings and recommendations on the quantity and quality of food for prisoners;  
4) findings and recommendations for improving hygiene in the institution and of prisoners, state of sanitary facilities and conditions, heating, lighting and ventilation in premises where prisoners are confined;  
5) findings and recommendations relating to necessary physical activity of prisoners;  
6) The Head is required to promptly undertake measures specified in paragraph 2 of this Article that are recommended by the doctor.
Article 104: Upon the request of a prisoner, the Head of Penitentiary may allow him to be examined by a specialist if the doctor failed to suggest such examination. The prisoner then bears the costs of examination, unless the Head of Penitentiary decides otherwise.

Article 105: Regarding serious health impairment or life of a prisoner, or his transfer to the prison hospital or other medical institution, the penal institution shall promptly inform their spouse, children, adopted children or a person with whom the prisoner lived in a common-law marriage or other form of permanent relationship if any, otherwise the institution shall inform his parents, adoptive parents, brother or sister or other relatives.

- Rulebook on House Rules (Article 32: A doctor prescribes therapy and organizes the manner of issuing, giving and recording it.
- The doctor prescribes which medicines a prisoner may have with himself.
- Article 33: Upon the approval of the doctor in Penitentiary, a prisoner may purchase medicine and orthopedic aids at his own expense or to receive them from family members of close persons.)

(Procedure of submitting complaint in relation to inadequate classification as well as a treatment program deriving from inadequate category)

12. I.N. Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica, ID number 12324

12.1. Specificity of the case

During the transfer from one penitentiary to another, the prisoner behaved properly all the time. At the admission to new penitentiary, with inappropriate procedure (determining category for the prisoner was done as if he were just admitted to sentence serving - which is a procedure that is not applied at transfers) his category was reduced to a lower. Lower category caused reduction of commodities he had in the category with which he started the transfer.

12.2. Legal grounds for prisoner’s request:

Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions (Article 63: Upon entering the institution a prisoner is sent to the admission ward. A prisoner may stay maximum thirty days in this ward.

In the admission ward, information is collected about the personality of a prisoner, aimed at his assignment and drawing up of a correctional program.

Assignment of prisoners is based on the type of criminal offence, length of sentence, guilt, attitude of the prisoner to the offence, prior criminal record and other criteria set out in the Rulebook on treatment, treatment program, assignment and subsequent assignment of prisoners.

During serving of sentence it is possible to subsequent assign (reclassify) a prisoner to another treatment group in respect of achieving the purpose of enforcement of sanction, or change the correctional program if necessary. Expert team consists from the representatives of Penitentiary services.

Decision on treatment program and decision on subsequent classification is delivered to the prisoner in maximum three days from bringing a decision.

A prisoner may appeal against the decision on subsequent assignment to Director of Directorate within three days from receiving the decision. Rulebook on treatment, treatment program, assignment and subsequent assignment of prisoners is brought by the Minister in charge of juridiciary.)

- Rulebook on treatment, treatment program... (Article 35: Prisoner is subsequently assigned to a group with a lesser degree of special rights based on the imposed disciplinary punishment for serious offence and subsequently determined increased risk level.

A prisoner may be subsequently assigned to a group with a lesser degree of special rights based on the disciplinary punishment for smaller disciplinary offense, initiation of new criminal proceedings or imposed new prison sentence.)

(Complaints related to discrimination of prisoners with disability)

13. A group of prisoners with disabilities accommodated in the hospital of Penitentiary Zabela (N.A. ID number 33292, S.M. ID number 3391, I.N. ID number 3824, S.Z., V.M. ID Number 3745)
13.1. Specificity of the case/reasons for hunger strike

Disabled prisoners pointed to the existence of numerous architectural barriers that make their life and moving in the facilities of Penitentiary Zabela very difficult. They are accommodated on the 1st floor of the hospital without elevator so that they cannot participate in the activities available to other prisoners. As well, they do not have a possibility of work engagement from which it comes that they cannot advance through categories and thus they are deprived of commodities that come from better categories.

13.2. Legal grounds of the request:

- Law on the abolishment of discrimination of disabled persons

  **Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions** *(Article 66: A prisoner is entitled to accommodation corresponding to contemporary hygiene requirements, and local climate. Prisoner shall be assigned to common rooms and dormitories based on a careful analysis of all circumstances and information recorded in the admission ward, particularly taking into account the age, personal characteristics and interests as well as other features important for positive interaction between the prisoners and elimination of risk of mutual physical or mental endangerment.*

  - A prisoner with special needs is entitled to accommodation in line with the type and degree of his needs.)*

  *(Requests to Heads, different)*

14. V.R. Penitentiary S. Mitrovica, ID number 5081

14.1. Specificity of the case/reasons for hunger strike

Test of prisoner’s urine done in Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica gave positive result to presence of psycho-active substances.

He does not believe in the preciseness of the test. He says that the test gives a positive result (as if some psycho-active substance was used) when using pain killers and he used them in the period of testing. He required blood analyses so that it could be undoubtedly determined whether he took psycho-active substances. Due to the positive result of the test to psychoactive substances, the prisoner was subjected to disciplinary procedure in which the statements of the prisoner were not examined nor the suggested evidence was presented.

14.2. Legal grounds for prisoner’s request:

  **Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions** *(Article 158: A prisoner under disciplinary proceedings shall be questioned and his statements will be checked and other evidence presented. A record shall be made of the entire course of the proceedings.)*

  - Rulebook on disciplinary measures and offenses towards prisoners *(Article 14: A prisoner against whom a disciplinary procedure is conducted has right to give statement on the facts and evidence that burden him and to expose all the facts in his favor.)*
D/Analyses- General Part

A criterion for representation of prisoners was that they were on hunger strike and the subject of representation was the reason/problem that they could not have solved in a different way and for which they started hunger strike.

Analysis comprised actions per requests or complaints of the prisoners submitted to organs within the system for the enforcement of criminal sanctions, in the period between 04.02.2011. and 02.03.2012. Right to submit requests and receive answers to them derives from Article 114, 114a and 114b Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions.

a – Existence of the reply to complaint/ requests

Within the covered period, 34 complaints were submitted in total. 18 replies were received. For 16 submitted requests no answer was received (47% of requests without reply: 8 requests addressed to heads of penitentiaries, 2 addressed to the Director of Directorate, 5 to heads of health care services and 1 to other department within the Ministry of Justice).

Out of 18 cases for which replies to complaint/request of the prisoner were received, one was positively solved and 17 negatively (replied to 53% of the requests: 3% positively, 50% negatively out of submitted in total).

b – Speed of reply (in sense of respecting deadline, due time)

In the observed period, in eight cases reply to submission or request of the prisoner was received within the deadline provided by the Law.

In ten cases reply of the organ in charge to the request or submission of prisoners was not received within the deadline anticipated by the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions. In cases in which the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions does not prescribe the deadline, the replies were not received even in the period of two months which is a deadline prescribed by the Law on General Administrative Procedures, as a period after which an institution of “Silence of administration” is applied. In all the cases in which the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions does not prescribe deadlines, provisions of the Law on General Administrative Procedure are applied, bearing in mind that that is a basic law according to which relations between citizens and state organs are stipulated in this case male/female prisoners and organs within the Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions.

c – Disproportion between positive and negative decisions

Out of 34 submitted requests only one was positively solved. Such disagreeable relation makes one think that the subject of the analysis should probably be, together with the contents of negative replies, maybe some other circumstances that contribute to such tendency towards rejecting requests and complaints of prisoners.

Regarding the impact on prisoners, the starting point is that the prisoners are persons who should be, during sentence serving, in the process of correctional treatment, at least it is prescribed by the Law. In that case, one should bear in mind in which manner repeating and generally rejecting, influence the person in re-socialization process. A great number of negative replies have negative impact on prisoners on two levels:

- One is that it de-motivates them to fight for their rights through the system;
- The other one is that they adopt the behavior based on rejecting and example of prison system which is an image of the society system for the prisoner, which makes the possibility of their re-socialization weaker.
Objective circumstances, which at first glance could be reason for bringing negative decisions (for example overpopulation of prisons) do not always have to be an obstacle to positively solve the request. We surely know that in all big prisons there is always a number of prisoners who want the transfer to some other, big prison of the same class. If the heads exchanged such information or if they were processed on the central level, there would be a possibility created for the transfer of prisoners (if not in the moment of the request, then, after some shorter time), by the exchange among prisons, where the number of prisoners in prisons would remain unchanged and the transfer would not influence the “over-population of the capacities of the penal-correctional institution”.

What is especially worrying is a group of negative replies which contain formally negative reply, while in the meantime, prisoner’s request is already processed in some way (the form - say “NO”, do “YES”).

E/ Analysis- denied rights of prisoners

E.I/ In individual cases of those who were represented:

1. Right to complaint
   (Imprisonment aspect; protection measures, process of lodging complaints)

Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions, Article 114
(A prisoner may, in order to realize his rights, address the Head or some other authorized person from the appropriate Penitentiary service, with a submission.
A person from Paragraph 1 of this Article is obliged to reply to the submission of a prisoner within 5 days from the day when the submission was submitted, in writing and with explanation.
A prisoner is entitled to a complaint to the Head of Penitentiary for the violation of a right or other irregularities he was subjected to in Penitentiary.
The prison head or a person authorised by him is required to carefully consider a complaint and make a decision within 15 days.
A prisoner who does not receive a reply to his complaint or is not satisfied with the decision has the right to file a written complaint to Director of Directorate within 8 days from the receipt of the decision.
Director of Directorate is obliged to decide upon the complaint within 30 days from the receipt of the complaint.)

In 47 % of the cases, submitted complaints remained without reply. With such non-acting upon the complaints, the rights to submission and appeal anticipated by Article 114 of the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions were violated for the prisoners who submitted them. Obligations of organs anticipated by this article are clear; they are not subjected to the evaluation of viability and discretion right of an officer and must be done in clearly defined deadlines and exclusively in writing.

System omission: Reflected in the work of services and lack of appropriate control of that work from higher instance, in sense of responsibility of the enforcement services system to implement in whole the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions (related to the lack of reply to 47% of submitted complaints). When almost half of complaints remain completely without reply, i.e. Law is not enforced in 50% of cases, such a problem is not only an omission of an individual or omission of certain services, but it is about a clear lack in the system of the enforcement of criminal sanctions (in sense of organization of the work of services).

Simultaneously, besides the fact that such non-acting deprives prisoners of the rights that they are entitled to according to the law, it also influences the reduction of their trust in purposefulness of submitting complaints.
**Omissions of services:** are related to replies where deadline is not respected and they fall into group of 53% of the cases where replies were received.

For 53% of the complaints of prisoners there is a reply, no matter whether it was given within or out of deadline. Out of this number, a number of complaints was replied after more than two months, which is a general deadline according to the Law on General Administrative Procedure, after which, institute of "Administration Silence" is started to be applied. Probable reason for that is a tendency of the organ, within the Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions to consistently respect only deadlines from the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions end even them selectively.

(all represented)

2. **Right to visits/general rights of a prisoner (maintenance of family and social relations)**
(Imprisonment aspect, regime and activities, contacts with outer world, maintenance of family and other relations)

Article 78 Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions: Position of a prisoner, general rights of a prisoner, right to visits.

**System omission:** Incompetent organ interprets (non)existence of international treaty.
(I.N.)

3. **Right to visits/general rights of a prisoner (maintenance of family and social relations)**
(Imprisonment aspect, regime and activities, contacts with outer world, maintenance of family and other relations)

Article 78 Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions: Position of a prisoner, general rights of a prisoner, right to visits.

**System Omission:** Minister prescribes in which and in how many penitentiaries sentence of 20, 30 and 40 years may be served; when there is only one such penitentiary, for a great number of prisoners some of rights are surely violated, especially right to maintaining family relations due to great distance of their residence.
(F.G.)

4. **Right to visits/general rights of a prisoner (maintenance of family and social relations)**
(Imprisonment aspect, regime and activities, contacts with outer world, maintenance of family and other relations)

Article 78 Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions: Position of a prisoner, general rights of a prisoner, right to visits.

**Omission in the work of the Service:** Due to reconstraction works in Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica, he was temporarily transferred to Penitentiary Niš in 2007, and until now he has not been transferred back. His family lives in Vojvodina.
(Z.B.)

5. **Right to humane treatment**
(Imprisonment aspect: treatment, torture and ill treatment, exposition to physical violence, relations between prisoners and staff)

Omission in the work of the Service: Service competent for evaluation of justifiability of assignment of a prisoner to another penitentiary accommodated the prisoner in a penitentiary where he could be exposed to revanchism of officers because his previous escape was the reason why their colleague lost his job.

(A.S.)

6. Right to humane treatment
(Imprisonment aspect: treatment, coercive means, protecting measures, separation of categories of prisoners)

Articles 65 and 139 – Position of a prisoner, general rights of a prisoner, right to humane treatment; measures for maintaining order and safety, special measures, accommodation under special surveillance.

Omission in the work of the Service: Inadequate acting of Security Service in sense of disproportionate pressure on a prisoner in comparison to the merits of suspicion that he prepared the escape.

(D.B.)

7. Religious rights and religion/ general rights of a prisoner
(Imprisonment aspect: regime and activities, religion, material conditions, food)

Articles 70 and 113 of the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions – Prisoner's position, rights of a prisoner, diet; Position of prisoner, rights of a prisoner, religious rights.

Omission in the work of prison services and lack of control by the enforcement system whether the prison service enforces the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions – Lack of appropriate conditions (physical and material-food) to practice religion and rites in one big prison. Simultaneously, the length of prisoner's sentence dictates that he has to be accommodated in that prison, not transferred to some other in which a bigger group of Muslims serve their sentence and where there are adequate conditions for practicing that religion rites.

(F.G.)

8. Right to accommodation and right to free time/general rights of a prisoner
(Imprisonment aspect: regime and activities, outdoor exercises, leisure activities …)

Articles 66 i 68 Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions – Position of the prisoner, rights of a prisoner, accommodation; Position of the prisoner, rights of a prisoner, prisoner's free time.

Omission in the work of the Service in charge of classification of a prisoner within Penitentiary in a manner that the prisoner was accommodated in the closed part of the semi-opened type prison which make that his rights that he is entitled to according to the law, were denied without grounds.

(I.M.)

9. Right to classification/ admittance and classification of the prisoner, right to accommodation and right to free time, general rights of a prisoner.
(Imprisonment aspect: regime and activities, outdoor exercises, leisure activities …..)

Articles 63, 66 i 68 – Admittance and classification in Penitentiary- classification of a prisoner; Prisoner's position, rights of a prisoner, accommodation; Position of a prisoner, rights of a prisoner, free time of a prisoner.

Omission in the work of the service in charge of classification of a prisoner within Penitentiary in a manner that the prisoner was accommodated in the closed part of the semi-opened type prison which make that his rights that he is entitled to according to the law, were denied without grounds.
10. Right to humane treatment and right to health care protection/general rights of a prisoner
(Imprisonment aspect: access to health care protection)

Articles 65, 101-105 Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions- Position of a prisoner, rights of a prisoner, right to humane treatment; Position of a prisoner, rights of a prisoner, health care protection.

Omission in the work of medical service: Deprivation of complete therapy and treatment prescribed by other doctors specialists and disabling of a prisoner to be taken to medical examination to one more specialist (ophthalmologist) so as to get, at his own expanse, adequate eye glasses.

11. Right to humane treatment and right to health care protection/general rights of a prisoner
(Imprisonment aspect: access to health care protection)

Articles 65, 101-105 Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions- Position of a prisoner, prisoner rights, right to humane treatment; Position of a prisoner, health care protection.

Omission in the work of medical service: Deprivation of complete therapy and treatment prescribed by other doctors specialists.

12. Right to humane treatment and right to health care protection/general rights of a prisoner

Articles 65, 101 – 105 Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions- Position of a prisoner, prisoner rights, right to humane treatment; Position of a prisoner, health care protection.


13. Right to humane treatment and right to health care protection/general rights of a prisoner
(Imprisonment aspect: access to health care protection)

Articles 65, 101 – 105 Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions- Position of a prisoner, prisoner rights, right to humane treatment; Position of a prisoner, health care protection.


Omission in the work of medical service in sense of not providing a copy of medical file to a prisoner.

14. Right to classification through admittance and classification of a prisoner
(Imprisonment aspect: ………)

Article 63 Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions – Admittance and classification of a prisoner in Penitentiary, prisoner's classification.

Omission in the work of Admittance Service which treated the prisoner in the process of transfer as if he were newly admitted prisoner. Newly admitted prisoner, starting to serve the sentence, is evaluated and his category is determined. Prisoner in transfer keeps his category, determined by the service in penitentiary from which he is being transferred. With such an action, Admittance Service from the Penitentiary to which the prisoner arrived, also brought into question the quality of the work of colleagues from the Penitentiary from which the prisoner came, by giving worse category to a same person, who did not commit any offence, in a same day.
15. Right to free time/general rights of a prisoner
(Imprisonment aspect: regime and activities; outdoor activities, leisure activities, education, work...)

Articles 66 i 68 Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions – Position of a prisoner, rights of a prisoner, accommodation; Position of a prisoner, rights of a prisoner, prisoner's free time.

Omission of the System: which is a consequence of lack of all needed amendments to sub-legal acts by which it would be precisely defined and implemented in which conditions disabled persons may be accommodated, in which premises and in what way they would be generally enabled equality with other prisoners. These prisoners were accommodated on the 1st floor (which could be reached only by stairs) in Penitentiary's standard premises.
(Group of Disabled prisoners)

16. Right to presentation of evidence in disciplinary procedure
(Imprisonment aspects: protection measures, disciplinary procedures)

Article 158 of the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions-Disciplinary offences, measures and procedure; Disciplinary procedure, evidence in disciplinary procedure.

Omission in the work of the service: Omission in the work of disciplinary commission consisting in not respecting the right of a prisoner to present the evidence that he proposed in disciplinary procedure.
(V.R.)

17. Right to transfer to another penitentiary
(Imprisonment aspect: ……)


Omission in the work of services: Overpopulation dictates the decisions by which requests of prisoners for transfer to another penitentiary are rejected. We assume that Article 41 of the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions is not enforced and which anticipates that in the process of assigning a prisoner to sentence serving, the Court in charge should cooperate with Directorate in a manner that, before defining a day when a prisoner should turn in for sentence serving, the Court is obliged to ask for the report from the Directorate about the number of available places in penitentiaries. The application of this Article of the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions would bring to smooth decrease in the number of prisoners in Penitentiaries and more even assignment of prisoners.
(6 prisoners)

E. II/ List of denied rights:
(Number and type of denied rights of prisoners)

I. Right to complaint (Imprisonment aspect: protection measures, process of filing complaints): 16

II. Right to visits/general rights of a prisoner: (Imprisonment aspect: regime and activities, contact with outer world, maintaining family and other relations): 3
III. Right to humane treatment (Imprisonment aspect: treatment, torture and ill treatment, exposition to physical violence and relations between prisoners and staff): 6

IV. Religious rights and religion/general rights of a prisoner (Imprisonment aspect: regime and activities, religion, material conditions, food): 1

V. Right to accommodation and right to free time/general rights of prisoners (Imprisonment aspect: regime and activities, exercises in the open air, free activities …..): 3

VI. Right to classification through the admittance and classification of a prisoner: 2

VII. Right to health care protection/general rights of a prisoner (Imprisonment aspect: Access to health care protection): 4

VIII. Right to presentation of evidence in disciplinary procedure (Imprisonment aspects : protection measures, disciplinary procedures): 1

IX. Right to transfer to another penitentiary: 6

TOTAL: 42

E, III/Observed lacks:

Denied rights of prisoners are a consequence of two types of lacks - system ones and omissions in the work of certain services.

A system lack understands omission that is a consequence of a lack of mechanisms and procedures that are an integral part of laws and sublegal acts that stipulate this or related areas.

System lacks appear in the following cases:

1) In the work of services as a consequence of lack of appropriate control of that work by a higher instance, in sense of responsibility of the enforcement system to enforce in the whole the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions (replies to complaints and requests of prisoners, conditions to practice religion in every penitentiary…).

   Proposal for solution: Organization of work of all the employees in prisons and Directorate, in line with the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions is necessary to be based on the starting point which is respect of prisoners’ rights and implementation of the process of their resocialization, from which derives in what manner and with what actions that is implemented.

2) In insufficient number of penitentiaries in which the most severe prison sentences are served (at least two, territorially evenly positioned penitentiaries); by accommodating all the prisoners who serve the most severe prison sentence in only one penitentiary, to a greater number of prisoners

   Proposed solution: Amendments to Law and sub-legal acts.
some rights are denied (family visits...). The same problem derives also from the existence of only one prison where female prisoners serve their sentences.

- Proposed solution: Determining at least two penitentiaries intended for the serving of most severe sentences, at the distance of at least 300km.

4) In the lack of appropriately harmonized amendments to laws and sub-legal acts which precisely define physical and other conditions that have to be met, so that prisoners, disabled persons are not discriminated.

- Proposed solution: Amendments to laws and sub-legal acts in line with already submitted Proposals prepared by Coalition for the Reform of Prison System.

In four previously described examples, the lack is related to Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions or Ministry of Justice.

When omissions in the work repeat in the same manner, by the same services, the conclusion is that it is about omission of the system.

When speaking about the omissions in the work of medical services, they are enabled by the lack of control of the competence of their work. Ministry of Justice (bearing in mind the area of work which is justice-not health) has no capacity to regularly supervise and guarantee the work expertise of medical services in 28 penitentiaries. This role may be played only by the Ministry of Health. It is necessary that medical services within institutions for sentence serving go under the competence of Ministry of Health.

In this issue it is about the omission of a higher instance from the level of ministries and which delegated the competence over the work of doctors to wrong ministry.

- Proposed solution: Transfer of competence over health care services under the competence of the Ministry of Health Care.

Omissions in the work of certain services imply all the other observed omissions which do not have source in the system but which may be related to clearly defined service, from the reasons which imply lack of competence, negligence of individual or something different.

- Proposed solution:

a) It is necessary to provide and conduct additional education of the staff and their sensibilization in favor of respect of rights of target group they deal with;

b) It is necessary to anticipate more precise control mechanisms which imply award and sanction;

c) Work of all the services should be based on the fulfillment of basic purpose of the existence of the system for the enforcement of criminal sanctions, and that is re-socialization of prisoners.

E, IV/ Lawfulness in the acting of services

Each disrespect of right prescribed by law is illegality in the work of the service which denied that right. During this period, the team which had been working on the implementation of these activities determined nine different rights that were violated by (non)acting of officers from penitentiaries and Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions.

Under legal acting we consider all those cases in which competent services or Directorate replied to complaint or request of a prisoner within the deadline prescribed by Law.
F/ Sociological-Communicological Analyses, Decisions and Explanations

1. Introduction

Society is communication. If we started from this assumption we would very soon come to a new one, which is that the quality of communication between the citizens and the state is one of the important factors in the realization of citizen’s rights and building of trust in the state. In line with that, of crucial importance is arrangement and improvement of public/formal communication that is going on between the citizens/clients and state through official documents.

By analyzing formal communication on the level of prison system, as actors in the communication process, we have a system for the enforcement of criminal sanctions and competent Ministry of Justice, as an emitter of the message - author of documents, then contents of the document as a message, document as a carrier of the message and prisoner as a recipient of the message, i.e. document. This communication has a counter-direction of information flow on case when a prisoner or his authorized representative, with an official document, addresses the prison system or competent Ministry. Besides these direct actors in communication chain there are also indirect ones, i.e. those that have an indirect role of a recipient of the message, and this is, above all, interested public (family, friends or someone else who could have interest to act in cases with which the document deals), other state organs and media as special processors of information (see figure 1).

Figure No 1:

That is how we reach crucial issue and that is understanding of communication. Independently from the direction, understanding of the given content/subject of communication (who and in what manner is capable, willing and with what motives decodes messages) is of crucial importance for a successful communication. As well, if we consider the process of exchange of information in social context, communication has, besides informing, a function of education, contributes to the increase of procedure of public organs decision making transparency and increases trust of citizens in the work of state institutions.

Pursuant to that, based on the previously written we will define indicators of communication quality of the document that will serve as a framework for the analyses of the selected documents.

- Existence of institution identity and author of the document
- Connotation which the author attributes to the recipient of the document
- Number and type of data source consisted in the document
- Clear definition of sources used in the document
• Validity of data source
  Relevance of the source used in the document for the process of decision making and made decision
• Discourse of addressing the recipient of the document
• Intelligibility of presented information to the recipient of the document
• Existence of non-standard contents in case of need

Existence of institution identity by which the document is delivered and a person who is the author of the document are main element of document’s integrity. In concrete it means that the institution has its memorandum (name, emblem and address) and a stamp and that the author of the document is clearly noted. It is also very important that the document is signed by a legally responsible person.

Connotation which the author attributes (gives) to the recipient of the document is manifested on two levels. The first one is identity one, i.e. in which manner the author of the document addressed/named someone in the concrete document. The other one, practical, is reflected in how the author of the document relates to the concrete “acting” of some of the actors in the document. In concrete, in case of the decisions that we will analyze, connotation of the author of the document on one side is seen through the addressing of the prisoner and authorized representative and on the other side by presenting facts and attitudes on the prisoner and his attorney.

When speaking about a person who is serving prison sentence, he/she could be addressed in a legally defined identity or informal identity or in inclusive manner. It means that in the disposition of the decision, factual condition that a concrete citizen is in the position of a prisoner would be respected, while he or she would be addressed only by name and last name in the remaining part of the document.

Sources and data used at decision making make a special element of integrity of both the document and the decision itself. For that reason it is very important what sources and data are used, how relevant they are for the decision subject, are they given in the manner in which their validity could be checked i.e. are they available to the recipient in the form of the attachment to the decision.

Discourse of presentation of the contents of the document is a significant element of communication quality of the document. Discourse itself (informative, educative, orderly, dialogue, confronting, explanatory, refuting…) and intelligibility of the document to the recipient, directly influences the character of the reaction of the receiver of the document and image of the document’s receiver about the author of the document, in concrete case about the state organ.

Even besides the intention to have the permanent form of public communication, the quality of a public document is reflected as well in the existence of non-standard contents that can contribute to changes. It is often needed to, in the framework of the document itself, precisely emphasize not only the legal remedy but also to give the example of good practice, give advice or suggest some activity or measure that was missing in the previous period, and its implementation would make the submission of complaint unnecessary or it would improve respect of, above all, procedures and rights that derive from it. In concrete case, when speaking about the decisions that we will analyze here, there is need to send apologies for omissions in some cases, or, by the author, to point to the need of reconsideration of the work of some officer or institution in general.

2. Analysis

It is important to emphasize that this analysis is aimed at determining communicology aspects of brought decisions and their implication on the state of institutions in prison system in Serbia, as well as to prisoners, and thus we could characterize it as communicology-sociological. Legal aspect, in sense of lawfulness of brought decisions was not the subject of this analysis, but the fact to what extent the process of bringing decisions was visible and transparent. This apparently small difference
is very important because it could be a key place in the process of building more than needed trust among actors within prison system.

Thus, our aim is to define whether the existing decisions in the part of their explanations are in the function to justify the brought decision or in function to inform. It means that we want to analyze based on which and what sources was the decision brought, what is the relation of the author of the document to the given sources and facts, with what discourse was the explanation of brought decision presented, what is the connotation of the mentioned actors (positive, negative, neutral) and above all prisoners and their attorneys.

Wishing to investigate the communication on the relation prison system and convicted citizen/attorney, we analyzed seven decisions. Three analyzed decisions were brought by prison management; three were brought by Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions and one by the Ministry of Justice. One of seven analyzed decisions is positive for the submitter of the complaint.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Justice</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penitentiary management</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following part we will present analyses of the selected concrete cases and then give summarized conclusions and recommendations.

2.1 Decision by Penitentiary Požarevac – Zabela: Case F.G.

In the decision, as ungrounded, was refused the appeal of F.G. for not having registered the request for transfer to Penitentiary in Niš. The decision has clearly visible registration number, sending date and it is stamped, but it was unclearly signed by the person authorized to sign on behalf of the Head. After the disposition where negative decision was given, on the remaining part of the page, the explanation for the decision was presented.

In the explanation, which has informative discourse, it is claimed that F.G. lost his right to transfer because there is no evidence that he submitted a request for transfer in regular procedure and which was addressed to the Ministry of Justice and Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions. As well, the explanation gives two sources based on which the decision was brought. The first one is the statement of unnamed officer from the registration office in Penitentiary Požarevac Zabela, according to which the request of F.G. was not registered in the official registration book - commander’s book. The other one is the report from the Treatment Service, with given date which was also taken as the source for the decision although it was not stated why that report was required, what conclusions are presented, who produced it and who signed it and what is the relevance of the conclusion from the report for a decision that deals with procedural issues.

At the end of the document there is a legal remedy in which it is stated that the prisoner has right to appeal the decision within the legal deadline.

From communication side, it is appropriate to notice that this decision is finalized without final salutation. As well, it is notable that as a relevant and decisive source, the statement of a clerk from registration office is used instead of providing the copy of a page from the commander’s book for the day(s) for which the submitter claims that he submitted the request. By taking this source as a relevant
one, management of Penitentiary Požarevac Zabela classified themselves on one side believing the word only, at the same time, giving up the right to gather additional information that would be in the function of objective decision in a concrete case and that would point to the prevention of eventual omissions and/or abuse by prison administration and/or treatment officers.

In cases like this, the decision should contain instructions how a prisoner who intends to submit same or similar request should act in the future, i.e. whom he/she should consult before starting the procedure. Same like that, decisions like this should contain recommendations to management of penitentiaries about what they should do in order to prevent such situations. In this way the decision itself would have preventive-educative function which would for sure contribute to the improvement of realization of prisoners’ guaranteed rights.

2.2 Decision of Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica: Case I.N.

The subject of this document is rejecting of ungrounded complaint and the submitter is addressed as “prisoner N.I.” The decision was brought by the Head and it has clearly visible registration number, date of sending and a stamp but it was not signed by the Head of Penitentiary although there is his name on the analyzed document.

In the first paragraph of the Explanation it contains material error reflected in wrong name and last name of the submitter of the complaint. Instead of name I.N. as a submitter of the complaint name R.M. was given which brings into question the validity of the document and points to the routine work of the author of Explanation.

Negative decision is given in the disposition of the Decision; the explanation has informative-manipulative discourse. Manipulative discourse of this document is reflected in the fact that on one side in detail is given the legal framework based on which facts presented in the complaint are carefully investigated- the complaint that was submitted to the Head of Penitentiary on which it is pointed to the denial of rights to I.N. after the transfer from KPZ Niš to KPZ Sremska Mitrovica, and on the other hand it can not be determined how the procedure based on which “right and lawful decision” was brought looked like (example of pleonasm). More precisely it is not given what in concrete was done in order to reach “decisive” facts, except for information that by the decision of expert team of Penitentiary, the prisoner was classified in Group V1, that he was granted Rights from group V1, by which Article 115 of the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions was respected. Instead of admitting the omission and apology, the management of Penitentiary tries to provide legality of the brought decision by using legal phrases and stating general activities, and observed omission and justified complaint of the prisoner tries to make invisible.

In cases when the decision is positive for the prisoner, it should contain information on taken legal sanctions for made omissions, then information on results on implementation of sanctions over the responsible ones for the violation of prisoner’s rights and in the end apology of the management of Penitentiary to the prisoner.

2.3 Decision of Penitentiary Niš: Case B.K.

Decision in this case was brought based on the procedure conducted by the Deputy Head of Penitentiary. Decision by which the complaint of B.K.’s attorney is rejected as ungrounded is given in the disposition of the Decision.

In the part of explanation of the decision, legal framework by which the acting of prison management upon the reception of B.K.’s attorney is stipulated is given in informative justifying discourse. Then activities based on which it was concluded that there were no omissions in the work of unnamed (either by name or job title) were presented. When taken up activities were listed it was not given who did the given activities, source/document in which the rapporteur noted his observances and which evidence was evaluated when bringing the decision that the copying machine which had been out of
work for a longer time, was “guilty” for this omission and that the state officer was not able to copy medical documentation and submit it.

Instead of timely delivered information about the fact that the copying machine was out of work and information when the copied documents will be provided, with an apology, management of this Penitentiary decided to reject the complaint. This is a classic example where lack of will for good communication brought to (unnecessary) administrative procedure.

The Decision has clearly visible registration number, date of sending and stamp. It was signed by the Deputy Head of Penitentiary. In the part of legal remedy it clearly defines procedure and place for the submission of the appeal, to Penitentiary Niš, for Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions.

2.4 Decision of Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions: Case M.I

In this particular case it is about a decision brought by Coordinator of the Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions at second instance procedure. Complaint of M.I.’s attorney on the basis of “silence of administration” of District Prison in Leskovac, was evaluated as ungrounded in the disposition of the decision.

In the explanation the first given thing was the date of submission of the complaint and legal framework based on which the complaint on “silence of administration” was submitted and then legal framework for bringing a decision by Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions as a second-instance organ, by the complaint of M.I’s attorney.

In the explanation it is stated that the sources for decision making were received data and submitted acts of District Prison in Leskovac. From the construction of the sentence it can’t be seem whether it is about two sources of information, if yes, what do the “received data” comprise- in sense from whom and in which form they were received and what is the relevance of the data for the subject of decision making. As well, it is unclear who had insight in provided documentation and whether there is a document in which finding from the insight in available documents were stated.

Besides partial unclearness related to the identity of the source of facts, based on which the decision was brought, it remained unclear in the explanation which problem influenced “silence of administration”, i.e. nature of the problem is not given. It should be of a special importance both for the submitter and for the Directorate in charge of improvement of functioning of prison system in Serbia. Justifying presented information may be a motive for speculations that Directorate for the enforcement of criminal sanctions covers the weaknesses in the work of prison, which directly influences level and quality of realization of rights of prisoners.

When speaking about the penultimate paragraph in which it is stated that in the complaint it was not stated whether this “silence of administration” influenced the realization of rights of a prisoner, its content may be observed in two ways. First, that this is one more justification for “silence of (prison) administration” and another one that this paragraph we observed as (in) deliberately given instruction to add this argument as well in future complaints of this or similar kind, i.e. that it would be taken into account when deciding upon the complaint.

In the end there is information of legal remedy of general type.

Decision was properly registered, signed by the person legally responsible to bring such a decision.

2.5 Decision of Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions: Case D.B.
In the second case in which the Directorate acted as a second-instance organ a negative decision was brought in case of request of D.B. to be transferred from Penitentiary Niš to Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica.

In the first paragraph, content of the request, i.e. reason for the request for transfer is given.

In the second paragraph it is pointed to the nature of the offence that D.B. committed and for which he was sentenced, in detail. In the end of the paragraph, half of the sentence gives the opinion of the expert service that the request of D.B. was justified while in the second part of the sentence it is said that the imposed sentence expires on 20.02.2024.

In third paragraph the report of Security Service of Penitentiary it is stated that D.B. was accommodated in the second pavilion of Penitentiary (this information means nothing without information on categorization) under enhanced surveillance. As well, in this paragraph, in the changed form, the fact that expert service gave its opinion is repeated (no evidence number is given, conclusion of the opinion and who signed it) according to which the change of penal-correctional institution would positively influence the realization of treatment program towards prisoner.

In the special paragraph it is stated that the insight in the act of Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica was taken (there is a registration number and date) and that the Head of this institution did not give his consent for transfer due to the lack of accommodation capacities. In this part of explanation there is no data that would support the claim of the Head of Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica, both in the sense of number of prisoners and the structure.

In the fifth, longest paragraph, the author of explanation deals with summarizing of data, where he inconsistently quotes all the facts, in a manner that he puts them in the context of brought decision. There is no doubt that the majority of fact presented, legitimate the decision, however, if one looks at the opinion of “expert service” that the transfer would have positive effects, at least a part of this decision should be dedicated to recommendation to find the solution for the realization of transfer, within the existing possibilities.

Instead of that, in the following paragraph, dissatisfaction of D.B. with the treatment is evaluated as ungrounded, where there is no public presented arguments (source and facts) for this conclusion. In the same text, the author of the explanation, in form of “instruction” points to possibility of lodging an appeal to the Head in case of inadequate acting of an officer.

Such decisions should also have a recommendation to the Head to question the statements from the request and to inform the submitter of the request in understandable argumentative form.

In the end there is information about legal remedy of general type. The decision is properly registered, signed by the person that was legally responsible to bring this decision.

2.6 Decision of Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions: Case I. N.

In case of I.N. whose authorized representative filed an appeal to Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions, in the disposition of the Decision there is a positive decision, i.e. Penitentiary in Sremska Mitrovica is ordered to decide again in the first-instance procedure on the complaint to classification in the lower treatment group.

In the introduction of the Explanation it is stated that in the first-instance procedure the Head of Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica rejected the complaint related to granted treatment and special rights. The author states that appeal to this decision was filed in due time by the attorney and states, relying on the complaint (without clear sign) that I.N. was transferred from Penitentiary Niš to Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica, and that due to the fact that Nasković did not violate the discipline in the prison
from which he was transferred, he cannot get the lower category than V1 in new prison and reduction of special rights.

The author of explanation chose to deductive explanation, because first he stated that the complaint was grounded, which should not be practice. Presentation of the contents in inductive discourse where clearly presented facts lead to the conclusion is the best solution both from logical and psychological aspect.

In the explanation it is given that the insight was taken both in the Treatment Program and Directorate’s Archive (for both documents registration number and date are visible).

Main conclusion of the author of Explanation is that first instance decision does not have argumentative reasons why it came to the change in the treatment program and annulment of special rights. As well, in the Explanation it is stated that the Decision was unclear and that the facts related to the circumstance of the complaint related to acquired special rights were not defined.

In the continuation of the document, in imperative discourse, it is suggested to first instance organ, to determine factual condition and explain with arguments the classification of a prisoner in inadequate treatment and in relation to gaining special rights.

In the end there is information about legal remedy of general type. The decision is properly registered, signed by the person that was legally responsible to bring this decision.

2.7 Decision by the Ministry of Justice: Case A.S.

Appeal to the request for transfer by A.S. was rejected as ungrounded by the Decision of the Ministry of Justice.

In the first paragraph it is stated that Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions rejected as ungrounded the request of A.S. for transfer due to health condition and dissatisfaction with the treatment by authorized prison officers. The author of Explanation states that the authorized representative stated the positive opinion of the Penitentiary expert service (does not state which one exactly) as well as the fact that two prisoners whose representative he is, fulfill the conditions for transfer in the manner in which the number of prisoners in two prisons will not be increased.

In the first paragraph in which the brought decision is explained, it is stated that A.S. was sentenced to 9 years and three months in prison, starting from 19.5.2009 till 19.7.2012, which is for sure a shorter period than given.

Argument of overpopulation was taken as a priority in comparison to the opinion of expert service (Treatment Service) where it was not clearly explained why such a hierarchy of priorities was made in the selection of arguments. Instead of that, the author of the Explanation states with the authority, that the second-instance decision was brought in line with the Law, by which he legitimates discretion behavior of the Head.

Author of the explanation, in a confronting discourse, points to the attorney of A.S. that it is not up to him to initiate the transfer in the given way.

In the part of arguments for a decision to inadequate medical treatment, the author of Explanation uses general information from the Report from Health Care Service (registration number and date given) without presenting the contents of provided medical services and effects. Instead of that, based on the general attitudes and without clear indicators, he gives a positive evaluation of medical services in Belgrade and Niš prisons.
The same discourse was applied in evaluation of justifiability of dissatisfaction with the acting of officers as a reason for transfer. The author of Explanation a priory exposes negative attitude on the opinion of A.S.’s attorney that the position of the prisoner would be worsened if he submitted a complaint to the work of officers, by which he (openly) takes the side of the prison management.

3 Conclusion

Based on the previously given analyses and contents we can conclude the following:

- If we miss out the division in decision, explanation and legal remedy, there is no standardized form of writing decisions. Within these three general parts, on one side there is a dominating bureaucracy simplified language, and on the other side hardly readable and (only) understandable language to the author of the decision, employees within the prison system and in the last instance to the lawyers. As a consequence it has communication exclusion of prisoners which can reduce the realization of prisoners’ rights in the part of bringing decisions which actions and in which manner to realize. Namely, that is how the dependence of the prisoner from legal advisor is created or some other person capable to understand the text of the decision and explanation.

- In general, in analyzed decisions, informative, but also manipulative and justifying discourses in addressing prisoners or attorneys are present.

- Decisions have a function to confirm the lawfulness of the decision itself, i.e. to secure legality to each decision, above all.

- Analyzed decisions do not have educative contents. Instructions (remedies) are formulated in the way that they justify the brought decision pointing to lack of knowledge of the submitter of appeal or complaint. There were cases when the prisoner or attorney were, with informal instruction, directed to the existing procedures although it was about the cases when the prisoner lodged the complaint against persons who were the reason for complaint or who violated the procedure.

- In analyzed documents there is a negative misbalance in connotation of prisoners. It means that, when exposing data about the prisoner, first given data are about the sentence which was imposed to him and actual information on prisoners’ behavior which have negative connotation. There is little information in analyzed documents, on condition that there are any, that positively speak about the behavior of prisoners who initiated the procedure, which can create an image that only “bad” prisoners (ab)use the right to file a complaint for the denial of their rights. Whether it is about the abuse of the right to appeal or complaint by the prisoner or it is about justified pointing to violation of prisoner’ rights, prisoners’ complaint should be observed as an indicator that something is wrong in the system of the enforcement of criminal sanctions. For that reason, connotation of prisoner who point to violation of rights should be, at least, neutral and it means presented both through “negative” and “positive” information. Besides other things, in this way anti-corruption is directly supported because positive ambient for their anti-corruptive engagement is created among the prisoners.

- Sources of data or opinions in significant number of cases are not clearly marked (name, register number and date of creation). As well, in a significant number of cases it is not clearly given which procedures were done in order to get to certain data and who is their author. This is primarily related to the reports of treatment services, security services as well as service under whose competence is a health protection of prisoners. Otherwise, these services are often given one name “expert service” although in one document information was received from only one of these services. In that manner, non-transparency is unnecessarily created. There is no practice to submit the report to which the author of explanation relies on, as additional document.

- It is indicative that the opinions of expert services are very frequently quoted but they never had a decisive role in the decision making. On the contrary, in a great number of cases the Head was
bringing decisions using his discretion right, opposite to the opinion of expert services. As well there were cases when, as a source, reports of Treatment Service program were used in explanations when complaints to procedural issues are in question. (see case F.G.).

- Based on analyzed documents it can be clearly seen that authors of decisions perform their job as a routine. In favor of that speak the findings on dominant determined language consisting from formulations that repeat both within one decision and within all the analyzed ones, than copying of almost all paragraphs and use of informal names, such as “expert” service. We came across material mistakes related to the length of sentence and date of leaving the prison.

- In favor of relevance of the presented findings speak explanations in the only one positive decision we analyzed. As an argument to return to first-instance deciding, in the decision brought by the Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions, exactly the evidence that we found in other analyzed decisions was given. In first line these are lack of argumentative reasons, unclear decision and facts that are not determined in relation to the circumstances of the complaint.

4 Recommendations

Main recommendation that is imposed based on the conclusion of the analysis of the content is a need to establish communicative form that would primarily contribute to:

- Higher level of information on the process of bringing decision,
- Existence of possibility for legal and any other remedies which would be in function of fulfillment of right and inclusion of prisoners as well as improvement of the integrity on the level of institutions within the system for the enforcement of criminal sanctions.

This should bring to the increase of transparency of the administrative procedure itself and reduction of space for discretion powers in decision making, but also to a higher readiness of prisoners to report the violation of rights and procedures.

Concrete recommendations per parts of the decision:

- Disposition:
  - To present the identity of the prisoner in the manner that only in this part of the document he is treated as a prisoner, while in the other parts of the document he is addressed only with the name and last name.

- Explanation:
  - To use inductive approach in presenting the source and data per segments and in the whole and to avoid conclusions without clear sources and data,
  - To give name for every source, date of creation, identification number, where it is located and the author. For the clarity of the text these data can be referenced to in the foot note,
  - To avoid words that have burdened or doubtful meaning in positive or negative context,
  - In the part where conclusion is presented we recommend to give normative framework, summarized defined facts and in the end to present the decision,
  - When speaking about the decision, anticipated impact of the decision to the re-socialization process of a prisoner should be given, together with the expected results,
  - In explanation of the decision we recommend to give similar or same examples of positive practice which was a consequence of same or similar decision.

- New elements of the document:
To introduce new practice according to which a prisoner or his attorney would be entitled to official explanation of the whole or a part of decision by a decision maker or a person delegated by him/her.

- **Recommendation or proposal** to implement activities or measures that will improve the position of a prisoner or integrity of institution.

- To introduce practice to, based on the request of a prisoner or attorney, to provide sources based on which the decision was brought together with the decision, sources, if not in any other way then in e-form or printed paper, at the expense of the institution that possesses the document which has the character of source.

5. **APPENDICES**: Three out of seven analyzed documents.

---

**REPUBLIC OF SERBIA**

Ministry of Justice

Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions

Penitentiary Požarevac-Zabela

No 07-12913-2/2011-01

Date 15.09.2011

Požarevac

KD

Jovanović Milan

-attorney-

18000 Niš

Piramida 2 sprat lokal 203

In relation to your complaint reated to the initiation of the transfer procedure of prisoner F.G., who is serving prison sentence in this Penitentiary and by which you require Head of Penitentiary Zabela to propose the above mentioned to the Director of Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions for transfer, hereby we inform you, that pursuant to the Article 114 of the Law on Criminal Sanctions, the first instance procedure was conducted, and attached you will find the brought Decision. As well, we inform you that the prisoner received the reply to the submission related to transfer No 702-11146/2011-01 from 25.08.2011.

Attachment: Copy of the Decision

---

Head of Penitentiary Zabela

Željko Gradiška
Based on Article 114 Paragraph 4 of the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions (Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia No 85/05, 72/09 and 31/2011) by deciding upon the complaint of prisoner F.G., Head of Penitentiary Požarevac-Zabela brings the following:

DECISION

Complaint of the Attorney of prisoner G.F., Personal Identification Number 2979, declared on 07.09.2011. and received in this Penitentiary on 13.09.2011 is REJECTED AS UNGROUNDED.

Explanation

Attorney of prisoner G.F., Personal Identification Number 2979, submitted a complaint on 07.09.2011. addressed to the Head of this Penitentiary, as a competent to decide in first instance, in sense of Article 114 Paragraph 4 of the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions. In the complaint the attorney says that due to the mistake made by someone from the staff of Penitentiary Požarevac-Zabela, prisoner G.F. lost right to transfer and requires to make this up by submitting the proposal to Director for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions for transfer of the above mentioned to Penitentiary Niš. The Attorney says that on 27.04.2011, he sent a letter to the prisoner in which he informed him that the conditions for his transfer were fullfillers and he delivered to the mentioned a Request for transfer which the prisoner submitted to the treatment officer in regular procedure without getting any receipt on submission. Since there was no reply to the mentioned request, on 11.07.2011. attorney addressed the Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions over the phone and they informed him that they had not received any request from prisoner G.F. in that period. After that, staff from the register office of Požarevac-Zabela confirmed that there was no registered evidence on sending the mentioned request in the Commander's book and that no one knew what had happened to it, so that the attorney thinks that the prisoner lost the right he was entitled to, by someone's negligence.

By questioning the statements of the complaint in sense of Article 114 Paragraph 4 of the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions, Head of Penitentiary determined that the complaint is ungrounded.

By considering the statements in the complaint of a prisoner it is determined that the prisoner did not submit the request to a treatment officer in regular procedure so that he could not get any receipt on submission, and that in the Register Office it was determined that the request was not registered in the Commander's book of the Pavilion, i.e. there is no evidence that the request was sent to the Ministry of Justice - Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions. Related to the required transfer and based on the report of Treatment Service from 24.08.2011. Head of Penitentiary decided that there were no grounds for transfer to Penitentiary Niš and that the prisoner received reply to a submission about the above mentioned No 702-11146/2011/01 from 25.08.2011.

Bearing in mind everything mentioned above, it is decided as in disposition of the decision.
Legal Remedy: Prisoner who is not satisfied with the decision is entitled to appeal against it to the Director of Directorate, within 8 days from receiving the decision, via this Penitentiary.

Head of Penitentiary Zabela
Željko Gradiška

REPUBLIC OF SERBIA
Ministry of Justice
Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions
No 116-06-1/2012-05
Date 23.01.2012.
Belgrade
KD

Ministry of Justice of the RS- Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions, Coordinator for operational and security affairs, supervision, legal and general affairs, informatics and analytics in the Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions, based on the authorization of the Minister of Justice No 021-01-2/11-03 from 08.02.2011, based on the Article 114, Paragraph 6 of the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia No 85/05, 72/09 and 31711) by applying Article 232 of the Law on General Administrative Procedure (Official Gazette of SRY, No 33/97, 31/2001" and Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia no 30/2010), by deciding upon the complaint of the attorney of prisoner N.I., Lawyer Jovanović Milan from Niš, filed against the decision of Penitentiary in Sremska Mitrovica No 24-19/11-379 from 2.12.2011, brings the

DECISION

The Decision of the Head of Penitentiary in Sremska Mitrovica No 24-19/11-379 from 2.12.2011 is annulled, based in the complaint of prisoner N.I. and the subject is sent back to first instance organ for repeated procedure and deciding.

Explanation

Complaint of the prisoner N.I. related to his treatment and awarding of special rights was rejected by the Decision of the Head of Penitentiary in Sremska Mitrovica No 24-19/11-379 from 2.12.2011.

Prisoner's attorney lodged an appeal against the above mentioned Decision in due time in which he repeated the complaints, adding that the prisoner was, by the Decision of Directorate, transferred from Penitentiary Niš to Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica , that during sentence serving in Penitentiary Niš he used special rights of Group B1 and that there are no reasons, bearing in mind that the prisoner did not commit disciplinary offences and that the transfer may not be a reason for classification in more unfavorable treatment, to stay in the group with a lower degree of rights. He asked for his complaint to be adopted and that the prisoner is enabled to continue with sentence serving in group B1.
Having considered the subjects in this administrative matter, evaluation of complaint and opinion of
institution related to it, second instance organ found that the complaint was grounded.

Based on the insight in first-instance decision No 24-19/11-379 from 2.12.2011 it was determined that
it was written in the decision that the prisoner was, at the admission and based in the recommendation
of expert team, classified in Group B2 and that there is no obligation of institution to maintain the
same group for the prisoner and rights he had had prior to transfer from one penitentiary to another.

Having taken insight in the decision on treatment program No 24-28/11-739 from 14.9.2011 it was
determined that the prisoner was assigned to a closed part of the prison, group B2 and that the high
level of risk was estimated. Having taken insight in the archive of the Directorate, it was defined, that
the prisoner, based on the proposal of the Head, by the decision 702-00-664/2011-05 from 16.08.2011,
was transferred from Penitentiary Niš to Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica, aimed at more successful re-
socialization process. During sentence serving in Penitentiary Niš, the prisoner was in Group B1.

In the first-instance decision of the Head based on the complaint of the prisoner, it was emphasized
that the prisoner was classified, based on the proposal of expert team, based on the decision on
treatment program brought after the transfer of prisoner to Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica, but
without argumentative reasons why it came to the change in treatment program and the prisoner was in
Group B2 and did not use special rights. Explanation of the decision is unclear, facts related to
circumstances from the complaint of the prisoner were not determined and which related to acquired
special rights, i.e. whether there were decisions of Penitentiary on awarding, i.e. deprivation of special
rights. In line with the provisions from articles 58 and 59 of the Rulebook on House Rules, a prisoner,
within the treatment program, may be granted special rights and in case of transfer the prisoner uses
kind and volume of granted special rights he had not used in the month in which the transfer was done,
That is why, the first instance organ will, in the repeated procedure, after careful re-consideration of
complaint, determine whether the prisoner used special rights by the decisions of Penitentiary. If
special rights were used, the same may be taken away, only at the proposal of expert team and by the
decision of the Penitentiary, pursuant to the provisions of Article 115 of the Law on the Enforcement
of Criminal Sanctions and provisions of Article 31 of the Rulebook on treatment, treatment program,
classification and subsequent classification of prisoners.

In the repeated procedure first-instance organ is obliged to carefully reconsider the complaint of the
prisoner and to, based on the completely determined factual condition, by acquiring needed evidence
and decisions of the Penitentiary related to given complaints of the prisoner, argumentative
explanation related to classification of the prisoner into appropriate treatment, and related to acquiring
special rights during sentence serving, in line with the Law and quoted Rulebook on treatment, bring
the appropriate decision.

Due to the above stated, and pursuant to the Article 232, Paragraph 2 of the Law on General
Administrative Procedure, it is decided a in the Disposition of the Decision. First instance organ is in
the repeated procedure obliged by the remarks of second instance organ in relation to the procedure in
sense of Article 232, Paragraph 2 of the Law on General Administrative Procedure. The prisoner is
entitled to lodge an appeal against the new decision.

Coordinator
Velimir Vidić

To be delivered to:
Prisoner N.I., via Penitentiary in Sremska Mitrovica
Attorney Jovanovic Milan, TC Dušanov Bazar Piramida 2. sprat, lok 203
Penitentiary in Sremska Mitrovica
Archive
REPUBLIC OF SERBIA
Ministry of Justice
Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions
Penitentiary
No 070-1532/2012-01/03
Date 28.02.2012
Niš

Based on Articles 27 and 114 of the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions (Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia No 85/05, Amendments 72/09) and Article 71 of the Rulebook on House Rules in Penitentiaries and District Prisons by applying Article 232 of the Law on General Administrative Procedure (Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia No 27/06), by deciding upon the complaint No 070-1532/2012-01/03 from 10.02.2012, of prisoner B.K., Personal Identification Number 8638, after conducted procedure, Deputy Head of Penitentiary of Penitentiary brings the

DECISION

to REJECT the Complaint of prisoner B.K., Personal Identification Number 8638, No 070-1532/2012-01/03 from 10.02.2012, as ungrounded.

Explanation

On 10.02.2012 attorney of prisoner B.K., Lawyer Milan Jovanovic, filed a complaint by which he requires delivery of extract from medical file of a prisoner for the period from September 2011 till the day of submission of the request as well as a copy of the first page of the file where the data about chronic diseases of prisoner are written.
Pursuant to Article 114 of the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions and Article 71 of the Rulebook on House Rules in Penitentiaries and District Prisons statements from the complaint were carefully examined and necessary evidence was presented:

- taken insight in the medical file of the prisoner

In the procedure of determining justifiability of the complaint, based on the presented evidence it was defined that there were no omissions in the work of state officers. Bearing in mind that the copying machine in Penitentiary Niš has been out of work for a longer period of time from technical reasons, at the moment there is no possibility to copy the required medical documentation. We note that required medical documentation will be provided to the above mentioned when technical possibilities allow, i.e. when the copying machine is repaired.
For the reasons presented it is decided as in the disposition of the decision.
**Legal Remedy:** Against this decision an appeal may be filed to Director of Directorate for the enforcement of Criminal Sanctions within 8 days upon the receipt of the Decision. The appeal is to be submitted to Penitentiary Niš for Director of Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions.

Processed by: M.M
Deputy Head
Controlled by: G.M.
Božić Gordan

**G/ Concluding part**

Basic attitude that we were guided by during the realization of the project is that the purpose of the existence of prisons and staff employed in them is correctional treatment of prisoners and preparation for their normal inclusion in the society and functioning after the served sentence.

Insufficiently precise formulation of certain articles of the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions leaves a space for free interpretations which opens a way for different misuses, including possible corruption. This is one more observed system lack which was not considered in the text before and should be born in mind because it influences different levels of problem and system.

Having analyzed gathered information, the following was concluded:

(C) In all processed cases the prisoners were convinced that their rights existed, that legal conditions were fulfilled and that there were no legal obstacles for the requests to be satisfied. Hunger strike was, at the moment of the beginning of hunger strike, ultimate and only measure for the realization of their rights. By comparing the contents of the reasons for hunger strike and adequate article of the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions or Rulebook, it could be concluded that the requests of prisoners in the observed cases were in everything based on the certain articles of mentioned regulations.

(D) In the observed period, in total, 34 complaints were submitted. 18 replies were received. To 16 submitted requests no reply was received which makes 47% of all the requests, In 18 cases to which replies to prisoner's complaint/request was received, one was positively solved and 17 negatively (replied to 53% of requests:3% positive, 50% negative, out of total number of submitted ones).

In the observed period in eight cases reply was received to submission or request of a prisoner within the deadline anticipated by the law. In 10 cases the reply of competent organ to request or submission of prisoners was not received within the deadline anticipated by the Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions or Law on General Administrative Procedure (two months).

Out of 34 submitted requests, only one was positively solved.

(E) 34 complaints/requests were submitted for nine violated rights in 42 turns.

1. Right to complaint - 16
2. Right to humane treatment - 6
3. Right to transfer to another penitentiary - 6
4. Right to health care protection - 4
5. Right to visits/general rights of prisoner - 3
6. Right to accommodation and right to leisure activities - 3
7. Right to classification through the admission and classification of a prisoner - 2
8. Religious rights and religion - 1
9. Right to presentation of evidence in disciplinary procedure – 1

Denied rights of prisoners are consequence of two types of lacks- system ones and omissions in the work of certain services.

**Conclusion**

1. Elimination of system lacks is for sure a way that would bring to significant decrease of total number of disrespect of prisoner's rights. In that case the omissions of services would be of lesser influence and would belong to a group of sporadic incidents. Consequently, it is certain that the number of hunger strike cases would reduce.

2. Process of lodging complaints falls into a group of protection measures which are ``the different kinds of measure which enable penal system to function smoothly while safeguarding the rights of those deprived of their liberty.``( ``Monitoring places of detention: a practical guide for NGOs``/OSCE)

Commentary to Recommendation Rec (2006) 2 of the Committee of Ministers to Member States on the European Prison Rules, Rule 70: ``Prisoners must have ample opportunity to make requests and must have avenues of complaint open to them both within and outside the prison system. The prison authorities shall not obstruct or punish the making of requests or complaints but shall facilitate the effective exercise of the rights embedded in this rule. This does not preclude the introduction of legal mechanisms to deal summarily with minor issues. .........

..........The competent authorities should deal promptly with requests and complaints and should accompany this with reasons making it clear whether action will be taken and if so, what action. This also applies to requests or complaints from prisoners' relatives or organisations referred to in Rule 70.6. .........``

In the field of the process of lodging complaints, based on the presented sample, we consider that the System of the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions in Serbia should undergo significant changes so as to harmonize with preferred standards recommended in the European Prison Rules by the Council of Europe.